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Thanks
Les Ellingharn puts it all together and tillsup the gaps but the real thanks goes to thefollowing who made this issue possible
Sandy El!Ingham who takes care of all theoffice work, advertising and mail order
For their regular contributions

John S Davison A l l a n  J. Palmer
Paul Rixon S t u a r t  Murray
Ian Finlayson M a r k  Stinson

For their contributions this issue
Daniel BaverstockAnn 0•Driscoll
David SargeantLeslie Benson

Johnny ChanJohn FoskettPaul RollinsM. Tomlin
Thanks to all who continue to support the
rnagazine and the PD library, Your last chance
now to support the Accessory Shop. Co to
Some of these folk have supported us from almost
the beginning and without them we would not be
here. Some are having articles published for the first
time. All are to be thanked for sharing their enthu-siasm with all who read New Atari User

HOW ITS DONE
PAGE 6 shows just what you can do with your Atari,NEW ATARI USER has always been created entirely withAtari equipment. initially on the XL but more lately witha Mega ST and other stuff, who needs PC's or Macs!Hardware Includes a Mega gr2 (upgraded to tiMb),

SM125 Monitor. Supra 30Mb Hard Disk, a HP LaserjetIll, Citizen 124D printer, Philips CM8833 monitor.130XE. a couple of 1050 disk drives. 850 interface, NEC8023 printer. Principal software used is Protein andFleet Street Publisher 3.0- Other software includes Ker-
mit, TanTalk, Turbo Basle arid various custom written
programs on the XL/XE. Articles submitted on XL/XEdisks are transferred across to the ST via TARrrAuc.
Programs are coded on the XE and printed out directly
for pasting in after the typesetting is completed. Allmajor editing Is done with Protext and pages are laid outwith Fleet Street Publisher. Each page is output directlyfrom Fleet Street to a HP Laserjet III which producesfinished pages exactly as you see them. All that is left isto drop in the listings and photos.Well, It's not quite as easy as that but you get the ideal
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New sounds this issue! The opportunity neceraly came upto get a couple of new CD's but what to get from a listthat has now grown so long ill have to set up a d
a
t
a
.

base! Then the South Bank Show did a feature an _Tempt,country singers which included Mary Chapin-Carpenter(who is definitely not a country singer) so it seemed wortha watch Sure there were country sewers. like PCIM 'rafts.
but there was also Kathy Manisa who. like Mary Chapin-Carpenter. I had considered many years ago cmd I wasalso struck by Martina McBride. Our local Ow- Price had
Ready For The Storm, a compaation by Kathy Maileu andThe Way That I Am by Martina McBride. The former isexcellent with some well known songs I have by /rishartists but also some superb new songs. Weil worth theinvestment and the dozens of plays while I work. The
Martina McBride is much more country and after the firsttwo tracks I though that I had made a mistake but then it
all changes and becomes on good album with shades ofJanis Ian, Michael Johnson and others and a couple ofourstanchng tracks. Press the fortvard skip button twiceat the begtnning and it's had many plays. Nice to ?wive
saner/tiny new to report, even i t  is drifting dangerausiyclose to Dolly Parton country)

CONTRIBUTIONS
Without contributions from Its readers, NEWATARI USER would not be possible. PAGE 6 wel-comes and encourages its readers to submit,articles, programs and reviews for publication-must be submitted on disk or cassette.
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as text files on disk. We seek to encourage yourparticipation and do not have strict rules forsubmissions. If something interests you, write aprogram or article and submit it!

COPYRIGHT
All original articles, programs and other material InNEW ATARI USER remain the copyright of the au-thor as credited. All uncredited material is copyright
PAGE 6, Permission must be sought by anyone
wishing to republish any material. Whilst we takewhatever steps we can to ensure the accuracy ofarticles and programs and the contents of advertise-ments, PAGE 6 cannot be held liable for any errors
or claims made by advertisers.
ATARI (TM) Is • reOltenid traKiernork ol ATARI CORP. Airreferences should be so noted. NEW ATARI USER I. an
Independent publication and hat no connection with Auer cowith any other company or publisher.

Editorial address: P.O. Box 54, Stafford, ST16 1DR, ENGLAND Tel, 01785 41153
Editor & Publisher: Les Effingham - Advertising: Sandy Ellingham

Ai Page layout by PAGE 6 - Printed by Dolphin Press, Re, Scotland 01592 771652
w  NEW ATARI USER Is published Ill-monthly on the last Thursday of the month prior to cover date
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Editorial
ACCESSORY SHOP CLOSEOUT
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that we will find any more software for the Atari so I have decided to have what theAmericans call a closeout sale on the remaining items of software. We will la future
ceneentrate our 'extra' sales on the Public Domain library and the items of software that we
have developed ourselves and I am sure that you will continue to support us in this.
Right now there are some super bargains to be had on a variety of software. This is the time to

buy everything that is not already ni your collection, you may never get the chance again. You
will find top quality ROM cartridges at just .C.,2 each, disks from 50p each and cassettes from an
amazing 20p each! Maybe this is the time to give Transdisk a go. Crab yourself 10 cassettes for
a couple of quid and transfer them to disk to give your system a new lease of life. You have
always supported us magnificently with various sales. so I ask you to give us that support oncemore. Let's see if we can clear all this software in one go and not leave it hanging around.
One extra advantage of closing down the software sales is that we will no longer have to

advertise the software in the magazine and so can free up several pages of the magazine giving
us additional options for future issues.

A GOODBYE
For almost as long as I have been producing Page 6 I have been reading the American

magazine Current Notes which I have always considered to be excellent. It's editor. Joe Waters.
seems to have trod the same path as myself over the last 11 years and I know how much goes
into producing each issue. Sadly. Joe has now decided to call it a day following a recent illnesswhich he seems to feel might have been exacerbated by the pressures of producing a magazine
for so long (believe me. Joe. it takes its toll!). Current Notes will continue but from the way
many columnists say goodbye in the current issue it looks like it may spread its wings and
move away from Atari.In his last editorial Joe makes the comment The columnists have been a significant contribu-
tion to the ongoing success of the magazine. For the past 11 years. articles have Just shown up
when it was time to put an issue together. With a solid group of strong, regular contributors.
could always count on an interesting and exciting ntagazine even though I never knew front
month to month what would appear.'
I could have written those words myself about. Page 6. Take a bow everyone who is reading

this who has made a conttibution to the magazine over the years. Those who support us by
subscribing and ordering software now know just who are the most important elements of this
wonderful enterprise.
One thing gleaned from Current Notes is that a correspondent recently called Atari to enquire

about technical support for the ST to be told that 'Atari are no longer a computer company*.
Now haven't we really suspected that for some time?

4 P a g e  6's New Atari User
Les Effingham

GET PLUGGED IN
The Atari Classic Programmer's Club are to

shortly introduce a new item of hardware for
the Atari. Scheduled to be available in June or
July is the ROM BANK, a hardware devicethat allows several ROM cartridges to be con-
nected to your Atari at one time.The ROM BANK is modelled an the ROM
scanners that were once available for the Atari
2600 games console. Several cartridges earl be
connected, semi•permanently to your Alan and
the desired cartridge selected at the push of a
button. A single ROM BANK houses up to 8
cartridges but units can he daisy-ehained
together to enable more cartridges to be COMICC-
ted up. The ROM BANK fits into your cartridge
slot and rettaires just a small hardware modifi-
canon to be performed in order to fit a single
wire inside the computer.Two versions of the ROM PANK will be avail-
able. The Master unit contains the hardware

SOFTWARE COPYING
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modification add en on/off switch that. alloa
,
n,
you to use disk and cassette software with the
unit still attached to the cartridge slot. The-Slave unit is an extra 8 slot unit that can be
connected to the master unit and set up in atree-like structure to accommodate additional
cartridges,The ROM BANK Master unit will retail at E60
1.8.951 and the Slave unit will be 1.'55 (890) A
discount is available for members of ACPC.
Prices include postage and packing. If you want
to place an advance order a substantial discount
is being offered for orders received before 30thJune 1995. The Master unit will be available at
£45 (875) and the Slave unit is E40 ($65). ACPC
promise that. cheques v, ill not be cashed untilthe units are ready for despatch.
Orders, or further details., should be addressed

to David Wyn Davies at The Atari Classic Prog-
rammer's Club, Pen-Tyddyn, Capel Coch,
Llangelni, Anglesey, Gwynedd LL77 71.111..

41.•••••

A few years ago we would have frowned upon any disk drive enhancer
that made it possible to copy protected software but times have
changed and nowadays it is important to be able to back up all of your
software. In many cases there is now no possible way of obtaining
replacements for the majority of software.
Chaos Computers, run by a long time supporter of Page 6 magaeirie,

has recently announced the HYPER DRIVE enhancement which can
be added to your disk drive to allow you to copy most protected
software. The package comes with its own software and a 28 pagemanual and will work with most drives, including those with US
Doubler fitments Retail price is E30. We have not yet had the chance to
test the device out but similar devices have appeared over the years
and we have no reason to doubt its efficiency.
For more information contact contact Chaos Computers at P.O. Dux 30,

Manchester M19 2DX. Telephone 0161 737 1946,

PLEASE NOTE
THE NEIV

TELEPHONE
NUMBER

FOR PAGE 601785 11153
effective now!
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M ailb ag
Looks like that
postman is car-
rying a full sackof mail!

Quite a few letters this
time, so without further
ado and before theDreaded Deadline
Doom catches up withme, on with this
month's Mailbag ..•

Allan J. Palmer

SOME THANKS
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Devon Writes to say he
"...appreciates and likes the
new format of the magazine."
He ts ...nOW 70 years old and
can remember when Page 6
was sold on a tape cassette
mounted on a card" - this sur-
prises me. Mr Jones, as
don't believe PAGE 6 INAO
was ever sold on cassette due
to the costs/problems in tape
duplication and posting;
perhaps Les can confirm or
deny this? F W concludes

with ''...keep up the good
work Les as long as you can
because to me your magazineis an old friend".
? [You seem to be gettingconfused Mr Jones. understand-
ably so, with a tape based
magazine put Out many years
ago by another publisher. The
'magazine' consisted of a tape
with articles and programs
mounted on an A4 sheet of
card. We had a full colour
advertisement on the back of
the card, which cost us E250.
and which was a disaster as we
did not have one single re
sponse! Apparently, because it
was not clear that ours was an
advertisement most people
thought that we were the pub-
lishers and as they bad already
bought the product there was no
need to do any morel The tape
was supposed to have had
about 15.000 distribution and
we had not one enquiry so that
was E250 wasted. It turned out
not to be quite so bad in the end
as the company returned our
cheque but it still cost us around
E100 or so for the film for the
advert. Incidentally, a few issues
later the 'tape meg* dis-
appeared. Ed]
,
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Tom Allen drops a short note
mentioning that hts
awareness of the computer
world was a 4K Tandy with
Mini BASIC..." before he ac-
quired an Atari 800 and later
an 800XL Ile has had
"...much fun with Music
Composer (ROM) all the way
from Ilaydn's Emperor Quar-
tet. 10 Elvis Presley songs ..."
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and "—has more time for this
kind of intellectual fiin nowam retired".

PRINT SHOP
Jack Vincent is another Devo-
nian -horn Beaworthy - he
enquires about Broderbund's
'Print Shop': "I have designed
several posters lately, and
then been asked to repeat
them. It's not too hard to do
provided one has kept a copy,
but. it would be easier to do if
It was on a file, Is there any
way (in Print Shop) to save to
disk a layout once one has
designed a card or poster?
Also. how can one unlock the
main disk to add items to it?"

Unfortunately Jack, the ori-
ginal version of
-
P r in t  
S h o p  
f o r

the Atari. Apple, Commodore
land even IBM?) didn't in-
clude this facdity - presum-
ably because they couldn't
work ow a file format to cater
,for all the possible designs
and then additional function-
ality to re-load previously
saved designs who knows?
I am unsure what you mean
about unlocking the main disk
to add items to it. It's not
advisable to add other prog-
rams to the nu
-
As ter  
d i s k  
i n

case you corrupt the original
files - the only recommended
additions are to use the Print
Shop Companion disk to up-
grade the original with the
additional Con wanion fea-
tures. Perhaps you could
write again to ekplain what
you "Walt.

DISKS
Dave Bennett from Coventry
sent a letter with a number of
observations. He IthrLS lucky
at Cl recent car boot sale. "...a
stall had some old. used IBM
disks so I now have plenty of
51/4" disks that I can refonnat
for my needs. Sonic of the
disks were High Density
(Goldstar M-HD) and even
Quad Density (M-2/1D) both
originally soft sectored to
96ip1according to the labels.
I also have a box of HD 31/2"
disks that I got in error for
my STE some time ago. I
have used the 31/2" disks as
backup disks with no prob-
lems for some time, but. seem
to remember being told that
HD disks could cause prob-
lems, even when formatted as
normal Double Density disks.
Do you have any advice or
comments please?"

As regards, 51/2" disks for
your Classic Atari. you
•houldn't have any problems.
As I've never used an SRE),
can't comment on the 31/2" disks
- am I correct in understand-
ing that the STE drive only
supports DD _format? I'm sure
one of our more knowledge-able ST users will be able to
corn/Writ.

••• Dave also reports that at
another car boot sale he
_found incomplete sets of Atari
disks for Indy' and 'Strider' -
he's CtolottS to know !:f thesegames are still available and
what they are about can
anyone supply information?
Following the questions fn

earlier co/urn/is about the
availability of disk storage
boxes, Dave says he went
looking fOr storage boxes for
51/4" disks and got mixed re-
sponse - boxes no longer
stocked, boxes for 100 disks
sold recently for 2-3 pounds
as CD holders(f) and now out
of stock, hut finally found a
shop glad to get rid of them at
half price for 2. Doty
, a d v i s e sbe persistent and check your
local computer and office
equipment shops.

OLD PROGRAMS
Dave Bennett also comments
that he collected the 'original'
Atari User magwzine from
issue 1, but only started get-
ting the Issue disks when AU
and PAGE 6 merged. Dcwe
continues "...there were many
good program listings that I
never used in the original
Atari User, and it seems like-
ly that others may not have
seen them, or not bothered to
type them in. Does Page 6
now hold the copyright to
these programs, and if so
could some of the programs
be put on future disks, poss-
ibly with a short update text.
in the magazine?"
T This is a question
.
/Or o u r

esteemed publisher to
answer. so NI have to hand
this over to him. In the mean-
time, I trust you've noticed
that Page 6 has extended it's
line of back issue disks - with
the current issue, disks back
to issue 6 me now atyidable
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with hopefully, the others to
_follow next time,
[The question of copyright on
programs published before we
bought Atari User was never
really established but I cannot
foresee any problems in our re
printing any of these listings,
The problem is that we do not
hold any back issues of the old
Atari User and therefore have
no access to either the prog-
rams or the articles. If any of the
authors of those programs
would like to see them pub-
lished again, and they still have
copies of their original submis
sions then we would be delight-
ed to consider thorn. Ed]

MONITORS
Responding to an enquiry Lit
previous issue, B Wright from
Hull, North I hunberside
writes to advise that with his
130XE and S7E. ". have a
Philips CM 8833 monitor
with the I 30XE connected
into the composite video
input. This comes from the
monitor output on the XE to
the video in and audio In
phono sockets. Th
e s T Emonitor Output connects into
the scART socket on the
monitor. Both computers can
be on at the same time and
the picture switched from
one to the other with the
input switch on the front ofthe monitor."
From Brighton, regular cor-
respondent Daniel Baverstock
has this to add on the subject:
The most common monitor
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In my experience is the Phi-
lips CM8833-II colour moni-
tor, They are sold regularlysecondhand in Micro Mart for
100 - 140 and can be con-

nected by a 5-pin din split-
ting to two phono sockets
(one audio, one composite
video). This monitor gives a
great resolution ideal for 80
column programs like SAM
Desktop and has a green
screen mode that is excellent
when using a word pro-
cessor."
t Thanks for the Info. Mr
Wright arid Daniel.

MAXIMISING
MEMORY
Daniel Baverstock observes
that he's "...a great believer in
maximising the Atari, so I am
curious as to why next to no
games or utilities (I'D or com-
mercial) use 128K or up-
graded computers. There are
just as many, if not more,
I 28K+ Classic Ataris as there
are 64K ones, so it would still
be profitable to program for
the extra memory. Yet they
are totally neglected? What's
the point in people upgradingtheir machines if the extra
isn't utilised?"

Well Daniel, I think we've
touched on this subject be-
fore; ulhat we have is a
'chicken-and-egg' situation
'which came first? People
didn't upgrade their machines
because there wasn't soft-ware to use the extra mem-

8

ory; software companies
didn't produce programs that
used the extra memory be-
cause they would only be
dealing with a small percen-
tage of the market because
most people hadn't upgraded.
and so on Are there really
more upgraded Ataris thanstandard ones?
go- Daniel has also "...been
experimenting with Du hori-
zontal colouring in pictures.
this is made possible by load-
ing 62 sector MicroPainter orKoala files into an old NAU
(page 6) issue program called
Colour Enhancer and adding
up to 128 different colours to
them. Some of the resulting
effects have really got me
thinking why, apart from
being a standard. all picture
files created on art programsare limited to 4 colours. What
a waste of colours! I would be
quite happy to see art prog-
rams with this DU support
as standard, with mouse con
,trolled tools, pull down
menus, and many additional
features like those already
appearing in mono-art prog-
rams like SAM Designer. -
T h i swould be quite possible on64K machines combined with
drives. if not on 128K Maris.
Although SAM Painter has
made some headway in this
direction with DU colouring
and mouse control, it•s still
has a long way to go before
It's remotely user-friendly.
Its mouse control is very
jerky. tools are awkward, DU
colouring confusing. and of
poor resolution."
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1' Correct me Y
-
i 'm 
w r o n g
.

somebody, but wasn't there a
graphics program from Red
Rat Software in the U.K. that
used DLIs to provide a greater
range of colours? It's name
escapes rrte at the moment,
but I'm sure some of our arm
s
.
tically-tnclinect readers b e
able to respond l i t  was
Technicolour Dream Ed.]

VIRUSES
Following M Tomlin's query
about Atari viruses, Daniel
Baverstock writes that
"...there are a few viruses
around for the Atari. I man-
aged to find out about three
particularly nasty ones, onecalled 'First blood' and
another that aets like a Tro-
jan horse, allowing it to passthe various defences. This in-
formation was found in issue
6 of MegaMagazine and Com-
puters Computer Viruses
book (although only two
pages are dedicated to
Atari)."

Can anyone acid any furth-
er info? Are we talking about
ST viruses only here?

BACKING UP DISKS
Eddie Jones of Gillingham,
Kent enquires about making
disk copies of two programs:
"has anyone come up with an
answer to rnaking a working
copy of ATARI WRITER, orhave I missed it? How cant

transfer 110ME FINANCIAL
MANAGER, the old THORN
EMI program to disk?"
T I'm not aware of anything
other than the corrunemial
program "ChipMunk" which
allows you to make a back-up
copy of the disk version of
Atari Writer; but a reader may
be able to supply better infor-
mation. [There's an advert in
this issue for a new drive modifi-
cation called HydetThive which
may work, but it has not been
tested by us. Ed.] With regard
to home Financial Manager,
this cassette based program
teas one of the first released
by a U.K. firm when the Atari
400 and 800 first appeared in
this country in 1981/82. It
was a cassette program but
even lf you transferred tt to
disk, I believe that without re-
tenting sections of the prog-
ram, you'll find that it will ex-
pect to write Us data files to
cassette_ Has anyone experi-
mented in this area?

PORTUGUESE
POWER PROBLEM
Eddie Jones also goes on to
say that "Paulo Alexandria
Rodrigues of Portugal has
had some bad luck. His
130XE gave up a blank
screen, no response of any
kind, Ile purchased a 130XE
through me, complete with
PSU, manuals etc- it had
been modified as per Micro
Discount's Data Sheet No
He tested It, all OK. Then he

connected everything up.
disk drive, recorder, printer -
everything OK. Then later he
was loading Jump Jet and
everything went blank, thesame as his first 130XE. The
one clue to a possible cause
Is, he used his original PSUI
Trying the PSU I sent, ofcourse made no difference -
the damage had been done.
Has anyone out there experi-enced this fault and know of
a way of repairing it? Paulo
has been a keen ATARI user
for over 8 years and is devas-
tated, lie will have to give up,
having spent money and get-
ting nowhere, so he needs an
answer to solve his problem.
There is, I am certain an 'egg-head' out there who can tell
him what to do. He does not
know I have sent this letter to
MAILBAG. Many thanks in
anticipation. We cannot
afford to lose members."
? I'm no 'egghead'. but the

first thought that strikes me is
that there may be a difference
between the Portuguese
mains supply and that in the
UK. resulting in art unexpec-
ted/damaging current hitting
Paulo's XE - or am I barking
up the wrong trees? Over to
the more electrically minded
of you

AUSTRALIAN
COMMENTS
John Stecyk from the Land
DOWn Under has a number ofobservations:
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In issue 70, you asked what
we would like to see in future
issues. I wish to see MAIL-
BAG expanded at least
another 1-2 pages. The most
important part of any hob-
byist magazine is the lettercolumn. In the absence of
any real news, MAILBAG
lends a sense that the maga-
zine is current."
T Thanks for the encourage-
ment John, but one factor that
deterrnines the length of
A/A103AG is the amount of
correspondence received -
don't receive letters then you
don't get a MAILBAG column.
I'm sure any magazine editor
will con firm that the volume of
mail received reflects only a
small proportion of the maga-
zines's eiretdation, I try to in-
chide at least something ,from
every letter received at the
Page 6 PO. Box. and when I
complete this issue's column,
my file will be empty until I
receive a further packet from
Les and Sandy. You also
hrow to remember that the
gap between the appearance
of one issue and the copy
deadline for the next Is small.
so by the time people have
read issue 72 and written in
and the mail is then passed
down to me. 1 often only have
jive evenings in which to com-
pile the column and get it sent
off and unfortunately I rarely
have jive free evenings con-
secutively so some columns
have been close to the Loire
and a bit ragged at the edges.
What's the answer? Maybe
send plenty of t h a t  ask
interesting questions or pro-
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vide solid information - letters
that make a point try to
avoid including the congratu-
latory type letters, I'm sure
you're not interested in seeing
those in print, although of
course I appreciate the senti-
ments). As for controversial
betters • well. if they are intel-
ligent and constructive, let's
have them. (End of soapbox)
wt)- John also sug gests having
material from earlier issues
reprinted - this I suspect is
another question that Les
should answer:1 note that
bat* issues are available
from issue 32 or thereabouts,and we now have issue disks
going back to issue 10,
-4
, 
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about User Groups: "I'd like to
see an article on the remain-
ing User Groups for Atari8-bits around the world. User
Groups could be invited to
submit their details (name.
contact address, machines
supported. BBS. etc.) and
perhaps a short overview of
their club. If this information
was submitted on disk then
it would alleviate the effort
required to transcribe the in-formation.''
T In the past, I believe there
has traditionally been limited
response from User Groups,
but I'm willing to give it a go.
so here's a challenge for ac-
tive Atari User Groups - send
us your details. L i l t
-
hang a
short overview and preferably
on a 5r/i" disk with a printed
hard copy and NI see if I can
produce some MAILBAG Spe-
1
0

clots about User Groups.
-c* Finally. John has a ques-tion about XF551 citsk drives:
"My Australian XF55 I works
Just great with a U.S. Atari
computer, but my U.S.
XF55 I will not work with my
Australian PAL computer -
does anyone know why? Bet-
ter yet, does anyone know
how to modify a U.S. XF55for use with a PAL Atari?"

Can anyone assist? (My
first question is how do you
tell the difference between an
Australtan XF551 and a U.S.
one? - arid that's not the feed
for a joke!)

LACE COMMENTS
I was pleased to receive a
copy of the latest LACE (Lon-
don Atari Computer Enthu-
siasts) Newsletter and a copy
of the minutes of their most
recent rneeting front their sec-
retary Roger Lacey who may
be contacted for more details
qf LACE at 41 ilenryson
Road, Crofton Park. London
SE 1 4 1/IL (' phone: 0181-690
2548), Roger's accompanying
letter began with thesecomments:
"I have tried to like the new
format of the magazine in its
AS incarnation, but have de-
cided that it is no longer a
magazine - certainly nowhere
as comprehensive as it used
to be, even In the early days.
I realise that lack of advertis-
ing is a problem, perhaps
this could be attributed to
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cost? In the past my user
group enquired of the cost
and it seemed just too expen-
sive for the amount of space.
Way out of our league in fact.
Further, in my mind at least.
New Atari User has been de-
graded to Newsletter level,
whereas it is still purported
to be a magazine. ST Applica
tions manage a monthly A4
magazine at .E1.50. Even
8:16. the Newsletter of
BaPAUO. as It was. produced
an A4 size magazine, and we
at LACE still do, albeit not
typeset as such. There seems
to be so much missing too,
Thc ST section has dwindled
away to Just a few pages.
There are no large type-in
BASIC listings to refer to. and
of course the type-face is
smaller. I do not like al Bring
back A4!"

Phew! I gather you're not
too keen on the A5 format,
Roger Seriously. I would
like to respond to your com-
ments - and these are my per-
sona/ views (please remember
that Ionia compile the Mail-
bag column. and am not invol
ved in the editing and produc-
tion of the rest of NAO. I'msure Les will acid his own
comments as appropriate.
You say NAU is "...no longer a
magazine ,.." and "...has been
degraded to Newsletter level
..." - rm unclear what your
definitions of -
m a g a z i
n e "  
a n d

"newsletter" are. You seem to
equate page size with status
implying that a magazine can
only be produced in A4 size,
and that anything in AS size
trio matter how well pro-

duced) is a newsletter. My
personal view is that the only
differences between the NAUthat was and the current ver-
sion is the page size, the
paper used, and the incht-
sioniformat of listings - hon-
estly. apart from the size is
there really arty difference be-
tween the content of the publi-
cation notv and its prevOus
Incarnation? I can't comment
on the cost of advertising I'll
have to leave yott to discuss
that with 12s. I've not seen ST
Applications so I can't com-
pare it with NAU as there
someone who can?). You com-
ment on BaPAUG's 8:16
newsletter appearance as a
A4 magazine • which is it a
newsletter or a magazine?
8:16 also had art erratic pub-
lishing schedule. With regard
to the exclusion of type-in list-
ings, you should have seen
by now that Les has experi-
mented with their reintroduc-
tion Is issue 71 and hopes to
resolve any technical prob
Lents encountered. Les aLso
specifically asks MP to point
out that the type-face used in
the A5 issues is NOT smaller
than in the A4 issues! (There
mast be some optical illusion
associated with the page size
or something ...). Thank you
for your feedback Roger;without such comments the
Editorial team don't know if
they're doing the right thing.
However, occasionally. per-
ceptions my be clouded by
tritsttliderS land ing s of what
constitutes the objective of the
publication. [I won't really addmuch to Allan's response except

to say that I agree with his corn-
merits. Surely the difference be-
tween a Newsletter and a maga,zinc is that the former is addres-
sed mainly to members of an
organisation and contains mat-
ters relating to the running of
that organisation. like the mr
flutes of meetings. while the lat-
ter contains articles and infor-
mation of a general nature not
restricted to the interests of a
small grcup2 As to advertising
costs, we have always tried to
make these competitive with
other publications and they have
always been lower than any
comparable magazine. Perhaps
Roger has never enquired of
advertising costs in magazines
such as ST Format which, last
time engulfed. was asking over
1.000 a page. I lust wish that

we could have got some of that
scale of advertising income over
the years, even Atari dicint pay
that much when they finally
placed a full colour double page
spread many years ago! Ed)
•-ft Roger also sent in some
valuable informatiom Pirst in
response to prviotts letters
about Classic Atari power
supply units, he adds to the
previous list the following:
Description loolage Current AC DC
1010 Cassette 8  5V 0 5A AC
1020 Plotter 9  OV 3 OA AC
(1050 supply unit)
1027 Printer 8  5V 4 2A AC
Incidentally, the 850 inter-
face and 1020 plotter pull
less than 0.5A from its 3.0A
supply transformer so a
smaller replacement tan be
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sought if necessary. I have
successfully plumbed an
extra lead into a 1050 style
transformer and it will run
both a 1020 and 850 or 1010
and 850 or any combination
thereof. safely. Turning off
the individual components
can be a problem sometimes
due to the power switching
arrangements when so con-
nected however."
I Thanks for this information,
Roger - perhaps you can helpEddie Jones with Paulo's
power supply problem else-where In this column?

00 Roger continues "...Peter
Kerrison's article on Static
Discharge in issue 70.
Although fairly comprehen-
sive did make some mislead-
ing and Incorrect statements
In the summary. I will de-
scribe what is engineering
practise in the small and ever
decreasing telecommunica-
tions company 13T plc. thus:
WARNING: When working
with static sensitive compo-
nents NEVER directly Earth
(ground) yourself, andNEVER use a conductive
work surface. These are dan-
gerous and can be fatal.
NEVER use a soldering iron
with a grounded tip. Static in
this instance is referring to
Static Electricity. The nature
of electricity is to transfer
charge from a higher poten-tial to a lower one. if this
transfer takes place quickly,
heat is generated and this
causes damage. If an Item or
person is connected directly
to Earth, any charged compo-

1
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nent coming into contact will
thus discharge its potential
quickly, possibly causing
damage to the component. In
other words it is not justnon-conductors that can
cause damage. In fact any
difference in potential be-
tween two items can cause a
discharge of static electricity.
which can come equally to or
from a component and can
cause Irreparable damage to
the minute tracks or compo-nents formed within a micro-
chip. Even a single transistor
can be fatally damaged in
this way and these are gener-
ally considered to be robust
components.The solution is to make ev-
erything 'leaky' to Earth. Thework surface should be insu-
lated but have a conducting
sub-surface to equalise
charge. Professional anti-sta-
tic work-mats are construc-
ted in this way. They have
metal studs connecting to the
conducting sub-surface andallow attachment of anti-sta-
tic cords. These cords have
current limiting resistors of 2
MegaOhms at each end of the
cord and can be used both as
connections between work-
mat and wrist-strap. The sol-
dering iron tip. too, should beconnected Nria a cord to
Earth.
We are now talking quite

major resistance to Earth, 4
MegaOhms per cord plus the
work-mat resistance plus the
4 MegaOhms to the wrist-
strap connecting the user to
Earth, limiting the leakage
current and corresponding
12

Static Discharge to negligible.
Certainly a different picture
painted here than in Peter
Kerrison's summary, Inciden-
tally. the reason the cords
have a 2 MegaOhm resistorat each END of the cord is
safety. lithe insulationbreaks down in the middle of
the cord while a user is wear-
ing a conducting wrist-strap.
he is protected by that 2
MegaOhm resistor.
I do hope you print this if

only for the safety aspects of
anti-static precautions."

LISTINGS FORMAT
Prom Sittingboume in Kent.James Austin sends these
comments on the listings for-
mat: "On receiving issue 71 of
NAU I was surprised to find
the changed listing format.
Being one of the people who
feel the listings should stay
with the magazine. I support
the change and feel it is
necessary if the A5 format isto be continued. However,
the new listings are hard on
the eye - even a healthy
14-year-old like myself has
trouble reading them. Justwhat are half the Inverse
characters supposed to be? It
is also very difficult to type
them in. I have just started
typing in 'PLASMA' from the
magazine, and I keep on
making mistakes and mis-
reading an N for an H, or an
L for a 1, for example.
Perhaps it would be better to
change the listing font altoge-
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ther. instead of just conde-
nsing it down to unreadabil-
ity? Any way, the listings are
going to be harder to read
now NAU is in A5 format,
Perhaps it would be better to
reverse your decision and go
back to A4? That way, all
these problems would be re-
solved. Not only is A4 easier
to read, but the listings
would be easier to read and
type-in. I believe that many
people would prefer that,
even if they had to pay a little
extra for a subscription.
Perhaps it is about time we
had a reader's poll to decide
the format of the magazine,
and perhaps to see what
types of articles and features
everyone would want in the
magazine? Perhaps weshould have an issue about
the readers' different uses for
their Atari. and what they do
with it in their spare time?
Perhaps YOU should write an
article about what YOU do
with it in your spare time? Go
on, admit it, even I still play
Galax
-
tans! 
( h o
n e s
t l y !
)  
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n  
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subject of Readers' Polls,when was the last time we
had one? Perhaps we oughtto have one to vote for what
we think is the best prog-
ram/article in Page 6 for
1994, and who has done the
most to help the Atari during
the year. (Should be in-
teresting!).
Theses ideas are only my
opinions, and I am only a
small part of the Atari com-
munity, but we must allshare ideas with each other
to keep NAU interesting and

informative. It would be nice
to know what your ideas arefor the future."
? Thank you for your com-
ments, James. Les did say inhis editorial in issue 71 that
he hoped the new listing for-
mat would work, indicating
that he would be reviewing
the final output. As you've in-
dicated there are problems
with the clarity of the inverse
characters particularly
- i t ' s  agood job there weren't any
machine code strings in-
cluded with inverse specialcharacters! have to hand
over to Les to comment on the
Jul ure format and content of
the magazine and the possi-
bility of Readers' Polls - a poll
only works, of course, if you
get a large enough response

(Well, James as far as the
listings go it's about evens. You
are the only one to have been
exasperated enough to vote
against but in a discussion atthe recent AMS show another
reader said that it worked very
welt The problem is one of
proportion rather than anything
else. In the previous size maga-
zine the listing were reduced to
72% of their original size to fit
two columns to a page. To do
that with the current magazine
would mean reducing to around50% and that would make them
almost unreadable_ The alterna-
tive would be to use the same
size as before but this would
waste a 1 inch column on every
page and would take up threetimes as much room in the
magazine. The option that I
chose was to use a condensed
typeface on the printer and use

it full size_ It is not ideal but I felt
that it worked. Also, if you recall,
where there was a short prog-ram with substantial machine
code strings I printed in a much
larger size_ II anyone has the
perfect solution, please let me
know. Ed1

IBM KEYBOARDS
Regular NAU contributor Paul
Rboon of Shefford, Bedford-
shire sent this information in
respect of M Tomlin's recent
enquiry about PC keyboards:
'The original IBM PC was
supplied with an 84-key
keyboard. this was based on
the standard QWERTY type-
writer layout. with numbers
on the top row. On the left-hand side there was a bank
of ten function ("F') keys and
to the right a calculator-style
keypad, which doubled up to
provide cursor movement
("arrow") keys. This layout
was pretty standard until the
late 1980s although the IBMAT machines launched in
I984 featured a slightly lar-
ger design with lights to sig-
nify when the Caps Lock and
other toggle functions were
operating.
Towards the end of 1986 the
"AT enhanced" keyboard
standard was introduced,
This type is endowed with be-
tween 101 and 103 keys, de-
pending on national varia-
tions. The number of "F" keyshas increased to twelve and
they are lined up across the
top mw, along with Escape
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and some other functions.
The arrow keys and others
are separated out so there isno need for awkward doubl-
ing up. An additional bonus
for touch typists is that the
T and T keys have small
ridges to aid location.
There have been several
variations on these designs
(such as XT enhanced which
doesn't have the status
lights) but the AT enhanced
keyboard is well establishedas the basic standard. Cer-
tain companies (e.g. Amstrad)
have tried alternative layouts
but they are generally notwell received. Microsoft re-
cently came up with an in-
novative ergonomic keyboard,intended to reduce the risk of
repetitive strain injuries.
Although all these keyboards
will work (to some extent)
with just about any PC, the
only complication is thatthere are two kinds of con-
nector. The 7-pin Din type re-
ferred to by Mr Tomlin is verycommon but some manufac-
turers use a smaller 6-pin"PS/2" connector which ori-
ginated with IBM's PS/2
machines. If you end up with
the wrong sort, you can buy
a converter plug to make
amends. Finally, if you find
that some keys produce the
wrong characters then you
probably need to tweak the
KEYB line in your AUTOEX-
EC.BAT file - but I won't gointo that now!"

There'smore! L
-
w
.
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BEATING
BRUNDLES

glanced towards a nearby stone with one let-ter •K' chiselled into it.
'K' (abbreviated to - er, well - 'K'1) as you have

probably gathered by now, was scrawny.
dressed in rather weather beaten garments,
and to top everything. extremely boredi His
age was, and had been fOr god knows how
long. 64. He knew this for, as with his name,
it was also inscribed on another nearby stone.
This particular day he'd woken up unusually
late, due to the fact that the huge 100-tonne
globe hadn't toppled off his outstretched arms
and squashed him flat until much later thanusual.
K, drowsy after a particularly bad night's

sleep, pulled himself from under the globe,
lying back for a while. Standing up a few
minutes later, he shuffled closer to the globe,
bending over as he prepared his sore back for
the first attempt at bringing it back to its
rightful place. As usual, K braced himself and
tugged upward: a large bone crunching crack
reminded him of the hazards of this lifestyle.
On the second attempt K managed to bring

the globe upon his knee when the words
-
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him. This sent the giant globe off down a
sandy dune, killing a small spiky rodent who
had been unfortunate enough to pop out of
his burrow to see what the commotion was all
about
K hadn't heard a voice for so long, and tur-

ned around. A very large. fat pedlar stood
close by, trailing behind him a rickety old
hand-drawn cart. 'Good afternoon" repeated
the pedlar, -
C a n  
1  
i n t e r
e s t  
y o
u  
i
n  
a n
y t h
i n g  
o
n

my cart?'
K, startled and overjoyed to actually see

someone else, poked the fat pedlar to make
sure he wasn't a mirage. Opening his mouth,
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Reginald Hatch of Datchet in
Berkshire has tried to follow
the Tipster's hints in issue 71
to modify his BRUND1ES'
Level disk, but the programhe has used to make a back-
up copy (Super Duper - Cal its-
to PUN 18) allows him to copythe disk, but the disk editor
supplied on that PD disk only
caters for single density
disks, Le. up to sector 720, so
Reginald is unable to modTy
sector 831 as per the hint.
Can anyone recommend a
sector editor that copes with
enhanced/double density
disks?

T Finally, 1 made a brief
mention of PC Xformer (soft-
ware that allows you run an
Atari 8-bit emulation on a PC)
in Last month's column. Since
then 1 found a copy of the PD
version of this on the CD-ROM
cover disk of one of the many
newsstand PC magazines. 1
had an interesting evening
using an Acorn A
,
1000  
fi t t e d

with a PC card to copy the
files from the CD-ROM to the
Acorn's hard disk PC partition
and then in PC morip running
the demos included via the PC
Xformer I t  was quite a
pleasure to see the familiar
blue screen with READY
prompt and the DOS 2.5
menu appearing on the moni-
tor of the Acorn which was
emulating the PC which was
now emulating the Atari 8001
This could well be the future
for the Atari Classic. By my
estimates you should be able
to get about 16 sing le density
Atari SW floppies onto a single
I B M
-
f o r
ma t  
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Ewans fmm MVAUG tells me
that he has successfully used
the commercial version of PC
)(former to run such things as
Print Shop from the PC. Has
anyone else out there marip
their PC a new home for their
Classic Atari? [By a strange
quirk of fate there may well be a
review of PC Xformer in this
very issue. Has Allan also been
listening to the same music
again this time? Could this beanother case for the )(Files?.
Ed.]

Air your views on all things Atari or help your
fellow users with their queries - even ask for
help yourse(f. It's all interesting, tf only youwrite it down. Here's the address:

MAILBAG
NEW ATARI USER

P.O. BOX 54, STAFFORD
ST16 1TB

BACKISSUES
Back issues of

NEW ATARI USER
are still available
from ISSUE 32
up to ISSUE 71

except for
the following

ISSUE 35 - SOLD OUT

ISSUEDISKS
All issue disks
from ISSUE 14
ONWARDS are
still available
MOW!
ISSUE DISKS

6 to 13
now available!

Check the Accessory
shop order form forfurther details

and prices
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Daniel Baverstock
takes a somewhat sur-
real look at upgrades.
Last time he asked
'Why bother?' he came
up with a convincing
argument in favour ofdemos but will it be the
same with upgrades?

In the distance, obscured by countless
ruined stone statues slowly crumbling from
neglect, stood a lonely figure. The sand-laden
wind whistled around his feet and through
loose clothing. Every so often tatty rags wrap-
ped around his scrawny frame so tightly that
his shadow was almost non-existent in the
path of the harsh sunlight Balanced upon
his long, weary arms was an enormous metal-
lic globe, with a small tag dangling from itInscribed with the numeral 64. He'd been
stood there for so many years now, he'd
almost forgotten his own name, but was re-
minded periodically every time his eyes



K spluttered "Wo are yo;''" It had been so long
since he'd had occasion to speak that he'd
forgotten how to.
The pedlar waddled over to the other side of
the cart which was brightly decorated in gold
lettering with words like 'Upgrades'. 'hardware'
and 'software'. With a quick press of a lever.
the cart unfolded with cranks and groans.
Increasing in size until it was no longer a
cranky wooden cart, but a cranky woodenstore.
The fat pedlar walked through a door in the
side, and holding it open. beckoned to K. A
small spikey rodent appeared at K's feet,
Jumping up and down and Jabbing its paw at
the other expired, rather flat rodent attached
to the globe as it thundered down the side of
a sand dune a few hundred yards away.
The pedlar stopped. swinging his arm in
front of him as if a welcome gesture to peruse
the store. Shelves and shelves of Items
stretched as far as K could see, which incl.
dently wasn't too far since his 1)i-spectacles
had been crushed aeons ago.
K approached a stack of items and picked

one up. An electronic voice read: DTP package,
256K required He picked up another, and
pressing a blue button on the side was
greeted by "Upgrades, the answt7 to your problems.
Fed up with your program pate/alai being restricted to
a pititil 64K? Want to see more 128K and 256K
programs, menu-driven Desktop publishing and word
processing software, sample sequences and sampled
sounds? Contact 'Quarx Developments• , 65 Nortniew-
nard Place, Arkwander, BHBRKRRRK." The pedlar
stepped in. grabbing the package. "Damn
stock the battery's gone. ah
In the corner of the store, a large metallic

globe, similar to that which. unknown to K.
was presently piling through a small rodent
village a mile away, caught K's eye. As he
hobbled towards it. a few others came into
view. Each was strapped onto the wall and
had its own marking - 128, 256, 512. 1MB.
Beside them was a console which powered up
as K approached its screen.
'Hi there, what would you ike to know'?
Please state your desired choice •

Memory Slereo So urd
jbgrades Upgrades

I28K Pokey stereo upgrode
256K Stereo pltz upglote512K
1MB

K mumbled -
M e m o r
y  
u p t h g
r a c l e
s  
p l e
a t h
" .  
h
i
s

speech a little more comprehensible.
The console, pausing momentarily to process
K's rather confusing response, finally pro-
ceeded. 'Upgrades - allows your machine
extra PAM capacity enabling software with
more potential. Example. Mouse-driven drop-
down desktops, word processors. desktop
publishers, art programs. sampled music and
sound effects, more detail, colour and special
effects, and bigger, more involving gameswith character animation and animated
sequences.'
The console display disappeared momentari-
ly, then reappeared with information about
upgrades. The fat pedlar sat on a nearby
chair which collapsed under him. He sighedand looked on
Upgrades available:

Wizztronics
Rambo
320K
I MB
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256K for 800XL
256K for 800XL
tot 65/130XE
for 65/130XE

Upgrades
810iSuper Archiver
8101105C Happy
l05o US Doubler

)0551 Speedy upgrade

Machines currently available with enhanced
memory capabilities:130XE 2 8 K  RAM
Current software

Brundl es

T-34
The Battle
Megablast
Hi-res Picture
dump
Snapshot
Atari-Writer
Plus

utilising l28K +
Only saving many levels to
memory. Gameplay still
runs on MK base memory
128K sampled sound & ani-
mated intro sequence
2 player PD, utilizes extra
64K for sampled music
I28K

Multi-lasker - up to 256K
64K& 128K versions

MY DOS 4 5 256K version
Video Shiny  Bubbles and Compy Shop
demos, Dancing Lady demos
plus many more

Many applications use advanced compress-
ion techniques to utilise the extra RAM expan-sion..
K turned his attention away from the console

and towards the fat pedlar who had fallen
through the wooden floorboards, and was
stuck. Used to lifting 100-tonne globes, K
attempted to pull the fat pedlar out of the
hole, soon realising he weighed more than the
globe. 'Never mind", chuckled the fat pedlar.
"I'm quite cornfortabk., Care to buy an
K pondered over this. and after reaching in

his pocket, luckily the only one without a
hole, he dragged out a limp wallet and peered
inside. To his surprise, a i.-50 note lay intact.
Prying it away from the wallet, which instant-
ly fell apart, he walked over to the globe mar-ked 128. "NI take this one K said miraculous-
ly, in such a clear voice you'd imagine he'd
been sucking on a Tune throat lozenge for the
past year!
'OK. le(we the money by me" chuckled the

trusting fat. pedlar. "I'll take this these as welt"
K said as he took a new Desktop publisher
package. a mouse and a new desktop systemoff the shelves.
The pedlar, gradually disappearing from

view, pointed towards a contraption the other
side of the store, not unlike a tennis ball
launcher, only 8ft tall. "Hi throw that in as
well". "Illtot is it?" K said, not sure whether to
be pleased or worried as 'it* looked up at them
both with two red lights, and appearing to be
offended at being referred to as 'it'.
The pedlar replied "Oh that's Yod, he's a
droid. lie never does much round here since
we don't have many customers.'
"Er, yeah, thanks, have him then", said K
as he placed the 1..50 note by the pedlar and
walked towards the door. "Bye then" shouted
K. waving as he stepped out the door, Yod the
Druid closely trailing behind him. carrying K's
bargains. As Yod approached the door, his
arm, (a large metallic rod with something

closely resembling a lettuce colander attached
to the end), caught a lever. With almighty
creaks and groans (one or two undoubtedly
coming from the fat, but now quite flat, ped-
lar), the mom folded in on itself, resuming itsold form as a cart.
Fate then dealt the flat pedlar and his cart a

second blow as the huge metallic globe came
over a nearby sand dune, crushing the cart as
It passed through. "What art eventlid after'
noon" said K. Ile then had an idea. Lifting the
new 128 globe onto Yod's head, he instructed
'cod to stand still. "At east I can pat my feet
up' said K, lying against a statue.
For the first time in his 64 years of, well,

being 64 years old. K realised he could relax.
lie had his upgrades. his new software, and
no more of the hassles of holding that dam-
ned heavy 64 metallic globe. The breeze whis-
pered around K as he fell into a deep. well-earned rest.
K lives a quiet life nowadays. Every so often

he is woken from deep tranquil slumber by
the sound of squelching rodents who fre
,quently cross the path of the huge globe, but
otherwise life Is peaceful.
And the moral of this tale is. (just. in case

you haven't understood this Intricate story),
that upgrades give the Atari so much more
potential. If you don't utilise extra RAM up-
grades when they are available (130XE) and
use 64K only, you are missing out on some
wonderful software opportunities.
'Flue same goes for extra storage available

from upgraded drives. improved stereo sound
upgrades, and new developments such as the720K drive interface from Micro Discount.
This allows between 360k and 720k storage
capacity to be utilised from 5
1
/4" a n d  
3 1 / 2 "  
d r i v e s

respectively. Just imagine game possibilities
with so much storage spaoe on Just one disk!T-34 - the battle is one of the first commer-
cial games currently available to use I28K in
full game play, incorporating sampled sound
and an animated intro screen. I hope it's Just
the beginning.
This article is dedicated to my father,

who died at the beginning of May. D . B .
Page 6's New Atari User 1 7
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I t's long been known that, several highquality games were produced for XIIXE
machines but were never released. sim-

ply because the copyright holders ditched
their support for the 8-bit before they had
committed funds to the full-blown production
and marketing effort. TUBE DADDIES. by wellknown Atari software authors Ivan Mackin-
tosh and Richard Munns, is one such game
apparently 'owned' by Atari Corporation but
shelved when the company decided to aban-
don its commitment to 8-bit computing. The
good news is that Richard Gore (who has also
rescued Jawbreaker and MouskAttaek from
the authors' archives) has tracked down the
publishing rights and duly become the official
distributor of this long lost game.
The premise of the game is a tad surreal.

and also quite amusing. All told. the Tubular
Underworld (more tubes here than a place
with very many tubes indeed) has fallen into
disrepair, so the Underworld's two resident
handymen - known as Bip and Bop - have
been called in to put things back into working

Poye 6's New Atari User

ADDIES
order. Dearing in mind the i l l
-
M U M : 1 ) 1  1 1
-
r i v -

al of the Dig Inspector on his annual in-
spection col big things that need to be io
spected. Din arid Bop would be advrsec!
to stand around and gossip! What they
don't know or rather, what they only find
out upon arrival in the Underworld - is that
peculiar life forms known as Tube Daddies
have infested the pipe network, and arc
merrily yatising a gloat
- d e a l  o f  
h a v o c ,  
C o n  
-

Veniently armed with a stunningly effective
Stun Gun plus a waste bucket called
Barny (Hie Bucket), liji- with the opt Iona
assistance of Bop. assnming you tan find a
second player to) assist - sets off on a mis-

sion to) blast the baddies. patch up the pipes
and keep on good terms with the Big In-
spector.
Each level of the game presents you with a

new screen of tubes, scenery and bonus Ob-
jects. You can move your handyman in any
direction over the playlield, which is just aswell since it's essential to avoid harmful con-
tact with the 'rube Daddies. You can patch up
holes in the pipes by hitting the trigger when
positioned over a damaged section_ To prevent
the Daddies re-offending you need to knock
them out with a blast from your stun gun.
Orlec dazed they adopt a more predictable
pattern of movement - with one or two further
successful hits you can guide these wasters
into a collision course with Darny (The Buck-
et) for permanent disposal. Providing you re-
pair all the pipes before the countdown timer
reaches zero, extra points are awarded for a
bucket bonus, which corresponds to Barfly'scontents.
The first few levels are easy enough but.
naturally, as the game progresses the difficul-

ty factor I nc
r eas es ,  
A  
g r e a
t e r  
q u a
n t i t
y  
o
f  
D
a
d -

dies with a more destmetive disposition is
only to be expected. but you also have to
contend with bubble gum and spider's webs
intended to hinder your speed of progress,
solid walls that can't be crossed by the hand-
ymen and electric cables that have to be
approached with extreme caution. The game
features various other objects too and collect-
ing these may or may not prove to be advan-tageous.
Despite the game's relatively simple txmcept,its graphics have been well constructed.

There are some nice touches including car-
toon-style animation of Barny's face. An
attractive title page and highscore table add a
professional finish to the presentation_ The
music is, as you might expect given the au-
thors' previous achievements, good stuff, ft
plays throughout and helps to add a sense of
urgency to the task,
Needless to say. Tube Daddies is an excellent

game and would undoubtedly have sold very
well had it been released several years ago.
when Atari software could still be purchased
from a variety of commercial suppliers. Alas.
it was not to be, Due credit must go to
Richard Gore for his initiative in reviving an
otherwise forgotten program flow many more
top-notch garnes are hiding in authors' attics?
Title.
Publisher:
Supplier:
Format:
Price:

TUBE BADD1ES
Ricnord Gore
DGS
Disk
£4.95

Reviewed by Paul Rixon
Page 5's New Atari User

THE STARSDATABASE
by Johnny Chan

If you are expecting a program on astro-
nomy, read no further for these are not
the stars in the heavens but the stars of
singe, screen and football field!
The program contains over 400 birth

dates from Bruce Forysth to Macaulay
Culkin and from stars of Home and Awayto Neighbours! There are also stars from
Eastenders, Coronation Street, the popIndustry and the world of film and televi-
sion. You can search for anyone who was
born in a particular year, any month or
even those who share the same birthday
as you. You can also search for occupa-
tions or find out how old a particular star
Is. to the nearest day!
If you are not, satisfied with the stars

already included a creator program
allows you to add your own information
to the disk. Why not mix your family andfriends in with the rich and famous?
Full Instructions for this program andthe creator are on this issue's disk.

THE STARS DATABASE is the BONUS on
the Issue 72 disk which disk subscribers will
receive with their magazIne. The disk is also
available separately for just £2.95 from
PAGE 6, P O. BOX 54, STAFFORD, ST16
1TB. You may order by telephone on 01785
41153 using your Access or Visa card
THE ISSUE DISK OFTEN CONTAINS
ADDITIONAL BONUS PROGRAMS
NOT MENTIONED IN THE MAGAZINE
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COUNT ON IT!

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 = 2 5 5

- second binary digit19/2 = 9+ 1 - third binary digit
9/20 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 = 7 6 4+ 1 - fourth binary digit
4/2 = 2+ 00 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 -= I 1

76/2 = 38+ 0 - lowest binary digit
38/2 = 19+ 0 - second binary digit19/2 = 9+ 1 - third binary digit
9/2 = 4+ 1 - fourth binary digit
4/2 = 2+ 0 • fifth binary digit
2/2 = 1+ 0 - sixt

h 
b i
n a
r y  
d
i
g
i t

1/2 = 0+ 1 - highest binary digitit

Everyone can count
in tens but with
computers you need
to count in different
ways. Ann O'Driscoll
explains how

T he two programs here give a simpledemonstration of the relationship be-
tween decimal, binary and hexade-

cimal numbers. In the first program. the com-
puter cycles up or down between 0 and 255
when you press the arrow keys and shows
each number in its decimal. binary and hex-
adecimal forms: the second program displays
any decimal number input by the user in
both binary and hex.
The decimal or BASE 10 counting system is

the one we use every day. We rarely if ever
think about how it works, because we acid,
subtract, and so on 'automatically". If you do
stop and think for a minute though, you will
notice that the highest "single" number is 9
and each digit is worth 10 times more than
the digit to its right; For instance the decimal
number 19 is made up of 1 ten (1 x 10) and 9
units. "62' is made up of 6 tens (6 x 10) plus
2 units, while the number 234 is made up of
2 hundreds (2 x 10 x 10) plus 3 tens (3 x 10)
plus 4 units. We call the system the "BASE
20 Page 6's New Atari User

10'' system because the values of the digits go
up by a factor of 10 from right to left_
The same principle works with binary or

BASE 2 counting_ This time, the highest
number in use is 1 and each digit is worth 2
times more than the one to its right: For
Instance, the number 11 in binary represents
1 x 2 plus 1. This is equivalent to 2+1=3 in
decimal; the binary number 1011 works out
atlx2x2x2plus0x2x2pluslx2plus
1. or 8+0+2+1 = Ii in decimal. The binary
system is. of course, central to computing:
Computer circuits are called binary digit cir-
cuits or "bits" because they have only got two
states: Off = 0 and On = 1. A "byte" is simply a
group orbits; the "8 bit" Atari computers
organise their bits in groups of 8, hence thename.
A quick way of converting an 8 bit binary

digit to decimal is to put the following num-
bers, which represent increasing powers of 2,
in a row:

128 64 32 16 8 4  2  1
and then put the binaty number under-

neath. with a "0" or a "1" under each decimal
number. Add up the decimal numbers which
have a I underneath to get the answer. Some
examples are:

Anyone who has tried their hand at redefin-
ing character sets will, of course, be familiar
with this process. Some common combina-

REN
50 - -  SaEEN DISPLAY

110 6RAPHICS 0:P1KL 110,0:PdiC 752,1A

UR 120 POSITION
'ITU 1,3:7

AC

YR

LIE
TO

YM

BIN-DEC -N Xi LISTING

,
DECINAL

NENNOECINAL

The binary equivalent of 76 is therefore1001100.

::38 1

130 FOR R=15 TO 17;1)051710N 28,R:? "1"
NEXT
148 Po5ulom 1,20:7 "PRESS OP/DOWN Ala
OW 5 OR 0 TO 01117";GOTO 220
149 REM -- WAIT FOR KEYPRESS
156 IF PEEKC764)14 AN E PEEKC764 )15
AND PEEXC7641047 THEN 158

16C IF PEEK(764;:47 THEN POKE 764,255:
GRAPHICS 0:POKE 752,0:END
195 REM -- ADD OR SUBTRACT 1 1101'. NOM
1;8 IF PFEK(764T:14 THEN KOVNO/441:1F
NUM.=25E THEN NUM:8
218 IF PEEK(764T=15 THEN NUM=NOM
-
1:IF
CIM(8 TH1:14 ILM7.25E
228 POKE 764,255:P05I1ION 20,8:7 NUM;"

tions like decimal 255 for binary 11111111
will be remembered easily once you do them afew times.
To convert a decimal number into binary,

you just continuously divide by 2 until there's
nothing left_ The remainders after each divi-
sion are the binary digits, working from right
to left. For example. decimal number 76 is
converted as follows:

RH
GF
JC
CD
KM

229 REM -- DECIMAL / BINARY
238 NI:NOM:D=178
248 FOR COONT=0 TO 7
250 82:8:IF /11)74 THEN 82=1:111111
-
D
268 POSITION 5*COUNT+1,4:? 82:POSITION
5*COUNT
4
1,10:Ir 
8 2 : 1  
T H E
N  
7  
0 : G
O T
O  
2
e

0
TV 770 7 "8 "
OD 288 D:D/2:NERT COUNT
ZR 299 REM -- OEFINAL HEX
UU 380 HI=INT(11194/16):HI2:111448:IF HI)?

HEN 1112
-
11i12i
7

BG 318 1 .0=N U M
-
81*16 :L021 .
0
4 .
48 :1F  
L 0 ) 9  
T H E

LO2=L0247
KJ 320 POSITION 13,14:7 CHRS(H12);" ";CtiR

StL02)
Y5 330 NI:NUM:D=8
EE 340 FOR Car.18 To 3
ZC 35e m3:8:ir al):D THEN 113=D:HI:HI
-
D
DM 360 84:0:IF LO)=D THEN 144:D;LO:10
-
D
CA 370 POSITION 5*COHNI
4
1,16:? 
1 1 3 : P O S I T T
O

N 2 8
4
5 *
C 0
O N
T
4
1 , 1
; ?  
1
1
4

TZ 388 D:D/2:NEX1 COONT:GOTO 1511
Listing I - Equivalents of numbers up
to 255 in different counting systems

There is no problem with counting in a base
greater than 10 either. In fact, we use BASE
60 all the time without thinking about it.
when we measure time. For instance, we
might express 130 minutes as 2 hours 10
minutes. having mentally "carried" each 60
minutes into the hours column. We automa-
tically change seconds into minutes the same
way. From the computing point of view, the
IlEXadecimal or BASE 16 counting system
crops up a lot, especially in assembly lan-
guage. In this system each digit is worth 16
times more than the one to its right. The
numbers range from 0 in 15 and we use a
new notation for numbers above 9: these are
represented by the letters A to (10=A I 1=13.

Page 6's New Atari User



EIN-DEC-NEX: LISTING 2

1234/ 16 = 79+ 5 lowest hex digit = 5
79/16 = 4+ 15 next hex digit = F

-4/16 0+ 4 next hex digit = 44

HO 188 REM
BM 182 REM R H  129 REM DECIMAL BINARY
Li Dr PE X 5ELE
.
:E L i 4 E 5  
1 4 8  
-  
2 2 0  
O  
E  
G
F  
2 3
8  
X I A
U M .
0 : 1
2 8

MO 184 REM I LISTING 1 AND PUT IN LINES JC 248 FOR COUNT=0 IC 7
TN 185 REM I 148 - 178 SHOWN HERE, THE I CD 250 N2=8.IF NI):D THEN 12=I:NI=NI-D
EH 186 REM I REST OF THE PROGRAM IS TIIEI KH 26e POSITION 54COUNT41,4:? N2:PO5ITION
WM 187 REM SANE AS LISTING 1 1  5*COUNT41,11:IF N2=1 THEN ? D.GOTO 28CL 188 REM
SO 109 REF -- SCREEN DISPLAY T V  278 7 "8
TZ 118 GRAPHICS 8:POKE 718,0:P0KE 752,I.N ac208 030/2
:
11ExT C O U N T

UM:0
VR 128 POSITION Li:?

ITION 1,6:7
,13:?

AC 138 FOR R=15 IC 12.POSITION 28,R:? "1"
:NEXT R

EN 140 POSITION 1,28:
7 
" 2 I N P U 1  
N O .  
8  
-  
2 5

5 C999 TO END]: 11
;4M 158 TRAP 148:PO5ITION 34,28.? "
OSITION 34,28.INPUI U16;NUM

8Li 160 IF NUM(8 3R 001)255 AND NUM05111
IMEN 140

LM 178 IF NUM:339 THEN GRAPHICS 8:POKE 75
2,8:EXD

DJ 228 POKE 764,255:PO5ITION 28,8:7 NUM;"

":POS
:POSITION I

ZR 299 REM -- DECIMAL / HEY
UU 380 HI=INT(NUM116):HI2=HI448:IF HI) 1 I

HEN 1112:H1247
BG SIO L O=N U M
-
X I * 1 5 :1 0 ?
L O4 4 8 :1 F  
L 0 '
1  
T H E

X 102:L0247
KJ 326 POSITION I9,14:? CNRS(HI2%" ";CHR

1(L02)
Y5 730 N17NUN:D=3
GB 340 FOR COUNT=8 70 3
ZC 358 N3=13:IF HI)=D THEN N3=D:HI=HI-D
DN 368 N4=8:IF 10)=D THEN N4=0:1.0=LO-D
CM 378 P03I1I0N 54COONT4.116:? N7:Pr5:TIfl

K 28+5*COUXT+1,16:7 N4
TZ 388 D:D/7:NEXT COONTGOTO 150

Listirao 2 - How to amend the first
program to enter any number

12=C, 13=1). 14=E and 15=11. For example.
36 in Hex is equal to 3 x 16 plus 6. or 54 (48
+ 6) in decimal; 9F In Hex equals 9 x 16 + 15, 160 in decimal.
While at first glance it may seem that Hex is

Just another base, there is, in fact, a very
close relationship between the Base 16 and
the Base 2 systems. Each group o14 bits in
binary represents a hex digit. Therefore, you
convert from Binary to Hex by splitting your
byte up into groups of 4 and considering each
part separately: In an 8 bit byte we would
have two groups - The 4 lowest bits, which
may reach a maximum of 15 in decimal, rep-
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resent the righthand hex digit. The 4 highest
bits, which are needed when numbers reach
16 or more in decimal, represent the lefthand
hex digit. For example, the byte 10011110 is
made up of 1001 (= 9 in decimal) and 1110 (=
14 in decinlal); this is equal to 9E in Hex.
Just as it is possible to convert a decimal

number into binary by successively dividing
by 2 until there's nothing left, you can convert
from decimal to hex by continually dividing by16. This time the remainders after each divi-
sion are the hex digits. working from right toleft. For instance, the base 10 number 1234
is converted as follows:

MICRO DISCOUNT
265 Chester Road, Streetly, West Midlands. B74 3EA. EnglandTel: 021-353-5730 or FAX: 021-352-1669

DISK s c o v
-
r w A R E

22113 BAKER STREET
ADAX
ALTERNATE REALITY
ARTEFACT
BANG BANK
BATTLESHIPS
BLACK LAMP
CROSS COUNTRY ROAD

RACECHESS MASTER 2000
DALLAS QUEST
DARK ABYSS
DEIMOS

HARDWARE
ATARI 1020 COLOUR PRINTERS
ATARI LIGHT PEN 1. SOFTWARE
/ACRO PRINT CENTRONICS

INTERFACE
WIZZTRONICS 255K aCIOXL UPGRADE

DARKNESS HOUR
DRACONUS
DONALD
FRED
F•15 STRIKE EAGLE
FOOBLITZKY
GAUNT LET
HAWKQUEST
HUMANOID
IMAGINE
INSIDE
KENNEDY APPROACH
LASER HAWK

MERCENARY
MICROX
MUSIC CONSTRUCTION SET
MIECZE VALDGIRA NNEWSROOM
OPERATION BLOOD
PC XFormor
PRINT LAB V2
PRINT POWERRUBBER STAPAP
SUPERSCRIPT
SE XVERSI
SPITFIRE ACE

GM.. TRANSFER CABLE -PC TO ATARI 8-BIT
720K 3.5 INCH DISK DRIVE INTERFACE
NEW 1050 DRIVE MECHANISMS1027 INK ROLLERS

1021 COLOURED INK RIBBONS

SOUND TRACKER
STRIP POKER
STAR WARS
SPECIAL FORCES
NEW • TUBE BADDIES
-T341 -
T H
E  
B
A
T
T
L
E
-

TAGALON
THE CURSE
THE BRUNDLES
THE BRINDLES EDITORTHE LAST GUARDIAN
VIDEO TITLE SHOP
ZONE PATROL

LUCKY BAGS IGAPES ski format)8 TAPES E8.00 inc. postage
SPECIAL DEALSFOR DATA-BASE MEMBERS

LIMITED OFFER * DARK CHAMBERS ROM CARTRIDGE El 0
FULL PRICE DETAILS ARE AVAILABLE IN CATALOGUE No. 16. El per copyOR JOIN OUR DATA BASE AND GET MEMBERS ONLY DEALS

Our hexadecimal equivalent of 1234 is.
therefore, 4F5. Converting from hex back to
decimal is straightforward too - just remem-
ber that each number is worth 16 times the
one to the right and add the answers. For
instance, ABC in hex is equal to 10 x 16 x 16
plus 11 x 16 plus 12: 2560 + 176 + 12 = 2748
In decimal. In an 8 bit byte. the highest hex
number will, of course be FF. or 15 x 16 plus
15 = 255 in decimal. To change FF Into binary
we take each digit in turn: The lefthand F is
15. or 1111 in binary. The righthand Fis also
15, giving us 111111 I I in all the highest
binary number possible in an 8 bit byte.
Of course, in reality you don't have to bother

working all the conversions out at all, as the
listings here do them for you. I hope the
above account of the relationship between the
3 counting systems helps to explain how the
programs work. •
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BACK ISSUECLEARANCE
We are clearing out most of ourback issues so take this chance

NOW to complete your collection

ISSUES 32 to 67
(except Issue 35)ONLY El

each
(postage fret in UK, postage at cost overseas)
Check the order formwith this issue
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now. After all, how long does a Tipster
live for? Being the first of his kind and

having underyone at least three incarnations I
am beginning to wonder whether this incarna-
tion will be it. You see, I am not getting much
sustenance nowadays, in fact only one measly
tip (well two in one letter) since the last issue
and a Tipster can't go on like that Maybe you
are all tipped out? Maybe youjust haven't got
round to writing. Maybe you have already sent
In every possible tip on every game you have
ever played (doubt it). Whatever the reason for
the kick of Tips, do somethirbg about it for me. I
just want to see another Chrtstmas!

Jason Kendal has sent in quite a few tips
before and in response to an earlier request
has this little gem for LEGGET
1. Stan on 2 player mode and when 1 player diesuse the other one!
2. Turn the music off during the game (I don't

know if this actually does anything or whether
Jason just doesn't like the music!)

3. Always wait for holes to cross over on level
above before jumping up

24

GO ON - LEGGET!

Mrs Morris of Eastbourne has some
hints on THE CURSE OF
CROWLEY MANOR.
Drop the growth on the table in the
dining room, then go North into the
pantry. Wait before returning to the
Dining room to the south. The growth
will knock the cupboard over trying to
escape and will expose a letter opener
and axe. Leave the axe until you come
back. Take the letter opener to the par-
lour where you can open the writing
table to find some helpful clues.-
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REVISITING THE CITADEL
Joel Goodwin has advised that our recently
printed list of passwords for The Citadel is
incomplete. The last two passwords are

24 - EARTH
25 - TOUCH

There is no password for room 26 but you are
given infinite time and attempts for it.
Thanks to Joel, How did he get to levels 24
and 25? Easy, he wrote the game!

4E) s  INF
Bet you haven't got to the end of our DISK
BONUS for Issue 71, have you? Well, y
- y o uwant to see the end animation without playing
all the way through (that Ls, Y
.
y ou  w a n t  
t o

CHEAT!), author Joel Goodwin has let us in on
the secret.
On the title screen press tf followed by SHIFT-

7 (i.e. the apostrophe). You should now see the
end of game animation.

Keith Hughes of Blitterchips fame has got him-
self hooked on the ROM cartridge CRYSTAL
CASTLES and has come up with a full expose
which should help you live long and prosper (or
at least get you a bit further into the game). If
you are playing for the first time, let the demo
screens run through, This will give you a pre-
view of some of the thirty-seven screens you
may encounter along the way. Wherever possi-ble, collect the gems from the highest platformsand towers first whilst the Gem Eaters are
busy. Use the Magic Hat only as a last resort or
to kill Berthilda the Witch. You may need it to
help you complete particular screens so leave it
till last. To start the game at the highest level
allowable use the secret warps to get you tolevel 7. Survive until the second screen on level
8 then die. Restart the game and use the warp
door on screen 1 level 1 to warp back to level 8
with all your spare lives intact. Note: You must
be good to start from level 8 and very good if
you are to reach level 10.

THE SECRET WARPS
There are a total of 3 secret warps which can
take you from levels Ito 3, 3 to 5 and 5 to 7. Do
not be fooled into thinking that this is an easy
way to get you nearer to level 10 without doing
any hard work. In particular level 6 can prove
good practice since it can be as demanding aslevel 9,
WARP 1 (the easiest) Screen 1 level 1. Co to

SPELUNKER
Rob Bowran of Cheltenham has the informa-
tion to complete the first two levels of the
golden oldie SPELUNKER. Pick-up the ob-
jects in the following order to complete the
"elevator" and "ropes" levels.

r
.
•
-
•
.
•
. 
•

' : • •:,,,:;••••::;:•:::,::,•• •

CRYSTAL CASTLES

Key: W-Go down one tunnel. F-Flare. D-Dyna-
mite. E-Use dynamite to proceed past obstruc-tion. L-Return to lift. P-Power. X-Extra life.
BK-Blue key. OK-Green key.
Elevator level:
WWWFDPLWEPXPBKDPLIVDP
TRAINEPBKLIVPLIVFFBKDPFXPL
WWWDPLVIDOOREPFDP
Ropes level:
Bridge r Bridge PP Cross ropes Doer r X E P
F OK Cross ropes F D Doors BK DE P
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the farthest corner, i.e. where there are no
gems. Use the outside path. When at the back,
in the corner, jump. This will take you to level 3.WARP 2 (the hardest) On the first screen
(HIDDEN RAMP). Method 1 - 88 the Gem Ea-
ters land, jump over towards the tree. You
should automatically pick up the Magic Hat, get
on the elevator. When you are on the higher
level make your way down the centre (hidden)
ramp. When in the corner jump. You must be
wearing the hat at this point. Method 2 - make
your way to the higher level by way of eitherthe left or centre elevators. You are now rela-
tively safe with time to think. Go around to the
top of the right side elevator. If careful you can
temporarily trap the tree diagonally behind you
as you come down the elevator. Run! Get the
Magic Hat and proceed back up the elevator as
in method 1. Now you are on level 5. You must,
survive until screen 3 (CROSSROADS). Again,
there are two methods. The easy, or quick, route
is to run up the right hand side, jump over the
Honey Pot etc. You should automatically engage
the Magic Hat. This will protect you while yougo up the elevator, go left and in the corner -
jump. It's as simple as that. Alternatively, go
left, wait, entice the tree down the ramp, now
go back to the elevator to the high level rampand continue as above. You can entice the tree
down the elevator then run up the ramps in-
stead if you wish. The Magic Hat is not required
for this warp.That's it!

Send your hints, tips, maps,
questions, solutions (anything!) to

THE TIPSTER
NEW ATARI USER

P.O. BOX 54
STAFFORD
ST16 1DR

Do It whom you liko
hat diti it ittitektri
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TUTORIAL

You probably usedisks all the time but
do you really know
everything aboutthem? John Foskett
explains all
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ated plastic film permanently housed
In a square casing in which it rotateswhen in use. Data is written to a disk in the

form of signals in exactly the same way as
signals are recorded onto an audio or a video
cassette. The way that signals are recorded to
and read from a magnetic surface, whether
tape or disk, requires an understanding of
physics and electronics which is far too invol-
ved to concern ourselves with here. In this
article we shall only concern ourselves with
the software configuration of the floppy disk
as it applies to the Atari classic.
A floppy disk is based upon a 40 track con-
figuration which could be visualised as 40concentric circles around the centre of the
disk where each track is divided into a fixed
number of segments. A disk formatted in
single density has each track divided into 18
segments or "sectors" whilst an enhanced de-
28

DISKS AND DOS
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natty disk has 26 sectors per track.
Naturally, the sectors contained on the in-

nermost track are smaller in length (or arc)
than those of the outermost track, therefore
data stored in the innermost track is more
compressed. This, in effect, limits the densityof a disk to whatever the innermost sectors
can cope with.

THE DISK SECTORS
A disk formatted using DOS 2.5 in single

density has a maximum of 720 sectors (40
tracks x 18 sectors) whilst a disk formatted in
enhanced density contains a maximum of
1040 (40 tracks x 26 sectors). No matter
whether single or enhanced density is consi-
dered, the disk always contains 128 bytes in
each sector of which only 125 can be used for
storing data. Using a scale of 0 to 127 to label
the bytes in each sector, the last three bytes,
labelled 125 to 127 are used by DOS for its
own purposes.

SECTOR LINKING
DOS uses a "daisy chain" method of keepingtrack of all the sectors used in each file on the

disk so that the file name entty in the direc-
tory needs only to give the address of the first
or starting sector of a file. Once the starting

sector has been located, it is just a matter of
DOS following the daisy chain to locate the
next sector and then the next and so on until
the last sector has been reached. In the daisy
chain, each sector of a file gives the address
of the next sector in the sequence which is
stored in bytes 125 and 126 in a special way.
The actual address for sector linking is stored
using the two lowest order bits of byte 125
and all of the bits of byte 126 In order to
make up 10-bit binary number. The sector
link address is calculated as follows
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SECTORLI NK= BYTE 126+1_0256
(In all the examples, BYTExxx is assumed to
be the value stored in BYTE)ooc)
Since 255 is the maximum value that can be

stored in an 8-bit byte and 3 is the maximum
value that can be stored in two bits, then it
follows that the maximum value that the vari-
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255+3256 or 1023.
Therefore sector 1023 is the highest sector

on a disk that DOS can access and hence the
reason why you cannot access more than
1024 sectors in enhanced density even
though there are 1040 sectors available. Be-
cause the highest sector that DOS can access
Is 1023, it becomes obvious why sector 1024
was allocated for the second VTOC sector
when Atari first designed the enhanced densi-
ty system.
Although sectors 1025 up to 1040 cannot be

accessed by DOS, there is no reason why
these 16 otherwise unusable sectors cannot
be used for storing data by accessing them
directly. They could be used for example. by a
game program which stores a hi-score table.
In most cases it is not Important that these
16 sectors do not have I/TOC protection, but
if a program was to access them for read and
write, then there is no reason why they could
not be protected within the VTOC by making
use of some of the ITTOCs unused bytes.

INTEGRITYCHECKIN
This Is a check which is only performed
when a deleted file is being restored and is
based upon the fact that every sector used in
a file contains the address of its own file name
entry in the directory, Whenever a file is writ-
ten to a disk, the address of the file name
entry on a scale of 0 to 63 is written to each of
the files sectors, where 0 is the first Me. 1 is
the second, etc. The file name entry address
Is stored using the 6 highest order bits of byte
125. Thus going back to the calculations for
SECTORLINK. it can be seen that the variable
"Hi" contains this address, since dividing
BYTE125 by 4 and taking the integer of it
gives the value stored in the six highest orderbits.
The maximum value that can be contained

In a 6-bit binary number is 63, hence 0 to 63
or 64 addresses. This is the reason why themaximum number of files that can be con-
tained on a DOS 2.5 disk Is 64. The calcula-
tion then becomes

C HECK.' NT( BYTE1 25/4): 1_0-=BYTE 1 25 -
CHECK•4: SECTORLINK=BYTE126410"256

where CHECK is the integrity check file
name address and SECTORL1NK is the
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address of the next sector in the file.
In order to successfully restore a deleted file,

each of the files sectors must contain the
address of its own file name In the directory.
The integrity check Is said to fail when a
sector is found in the daisy chain that doesnot contain the deleted files address. This
may be the case when a file has been deletedand another file written to the disk afterwards
which may have "stolen" some of the deleted
file's sectors. In this case a deleted file cannot
be restored.

DATA STORAGERECORD
A record of the amount of data stored in
each sector is stored in the last byte of the
sector, that is byte 127. where the value will
always be 125 for all but the last sector of a
file. When examining a well used disk with a
sector editor. it can be seen that the last byte
of the sectors will nearly always contain 125
(7D in hexadecimal or the clear screen arrow
character).

THE DIRECTORY
A disk's directory is made up of eight sectors

each containing eight directory entries. The
directory sectors are 361 to 368 which is a
mid-way position on a disk between the first
and last sectors of a single density disk. Thismeans that wherever a file's sectors are on a
disk. the directory is no more distant than
halfway across the disk. The directory is
actually at the beginning of track 20.
Each entry in the directory uses a total of 16

bytes which Is the reason why there are eight
entries in each directory sector (16x8=128
bytes) and therefore why there is a maximum
of 64 files on a disk. (8x8--64 entries). This
lines up perfectly with the above calculations
28 P a g e  6*s New Atari User

Involved with integrity checking.
In each directory sector, the address of each
file name entry (the first byte) is BYTE O. 16.
32. 48, 64, 80, 96 and 112. The first byte of
each file name entry (the address byte) stores
the files status, that is whether the file is
currently locked, unlocked, deleted, open orunused. There are two status values for lock-
ed and unlocked files to indicate whether or
not a file uses sectors outside the range of the
single density format or those that use "en-
hanced sectors". This is used by DOS to en-
able it print the triangular brackets around"enhanced sector" files to show which are not
accessible to the single density DOS 2.0s. The
value stored in the status byte together with
their meanings are

0 Unused entry
3 Unlocked file
35 Locked file
66 Unlocked file (not accessible to

DOS 2.0)
67 Open file98 Locked file (not accessible to

DOS 2.0)
128 Deleted file

The first two of the next four bytes following
the status byte of each directory entry is used
to store the number of sectors that a file
consists of and the next two bytes store thc
address of the file's first data sector, both are
stored using the usual Atari two-byte format,
thus

ECTORS =BYTE2+256•BYTE
ADDRESS=BYTE4+256•BYTE3

Note that the variable ADDRESS contains
the address of the first data sector of a file as
stated in "sector linking" above.
The remaining eleven bytes of each file name

entry is the actual file name itself, that is the
first eight being the main file name and the
last three being the file name extension.
Whenever a file name comprises of less than
the maximum eleven characters, the unused
bytes are loaded with spaces (ASCII 32),where the characters used for the file name

occupy the first available bytes. Note that the
file name extension always occupies the last
three bytes, even when space is availablewithin the main file name area and that the
extension is padded out with spaces in the
same way as the main file name when neces-
sary.

THE VTOC SECTOR 360
The VTOC sector 360 is a special sector used
by DOS in which it keeps a record of all the
currently used sectors on the disk. It does
this by using all the bits of 90 of the bytes in
this sector in a special way. All the bits of
bytes 10 to 99 are used individually, as if to
make up one 720-bit binary word (90 bytes x
8 bits = 720 bits). Since a single bit cancontain either a "0" or a "I" and with 720
individual bits in the vroc table representing
the 720 sectors on the disk, the way theVTOC table is used becomes clear. All usable
sectors are initially indicated in the VTOC
table as "free for use" by setting the appropri-
ate hits to "1". this is done automaticallywhen the disk is first formatted. Whenever
any sector on the disk is written to. the
appropriate bit in the VTOC table is reset to
"0" so as to record the sector as currently "in
use" and in this way DOS calculates which
sectors can be written to without overwriting
a previously saved file. Using a "1" to repre-
sent a free sector and a "O" to represent a
used sector is known as negative logic, since
In many ways, it would have made more
sense to let a ''O'' represent a free sector and a
"1" to represent a used one.
The 90 bytes, that is bytes 10 to 99 in the

VIDC table have their respective bits allo-
cated thus - the highest order bit of byte 10
represents sector zero (sector zero cannot be
used), the second highest order bit represent-
ing sector 1 and so on right up until the
lowest order bit of byte 99 represents sector
719 (720 bits on a scale of 0 to 719).
Of the 720 sectors of a single density disk.
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there are some that can never be used for
storing data and they are always marked inthe VTOC table as used sectors. These sectors
are the eight directory sectors (361 to 368).
the VTOC sector itself (360) and the three
boot sectors (1 to 3) maldng a total of 12unusable sectors. Because of the hardware
constraints, sector zero can never be used
which now makes a total of 13 unusable sec-
tors. Subtract this from the maximum num-
ber of sectors available, 720-13=707 and you
have the reason why there are 707 sectors
available on a single density disk.
The VTOC table is also responsible for keep-

ing a record of the total number of usable
sectors on the disk_ which is 707 for a single
density disk and 1010 for an enhanced densi-
ty disk. This number is calculated using the
normal Atari two byte format as follows

SECTORS-BYTE 2+ 256•EYTE
The total number of free sectors available for

use is also stored here and again it is stored
in the usual Atari two byte format, thus

FREESECTORS.BYTE44-256TYTE3
All other bytes in the VTOC table are unused.
these are bytes 4 to 9 and bytes 100 to 127.

THE SECOND VTOCSECTOR 1024
When a disk is formatted in enhanced densi-
ty, a second VTDC sector is needed in whichto record the status of the extra sectors and
sector 1024 has been allocated for this pur-
pose. Much of this sector duplicates a great
deal of VTOC sector 360 and the bits of bytes
0 to 121 are used in exactly the same way as
previously described. The highest order bit of
byte 0 in this VIDC sector represents sector
49. the second highest represents sector 50
and so on up until the lowest order bit of byte
121 represents sector 1023. In this VPOCsector, there is no record for sectors 0 to 48
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which are catered for in vroc sector 360.
sectors 49 to 719 are duplicated in both and
sectors 720 up to the maximum of 1023 is
catered for only in this VTOC sector.
Because of the duplication involved together

with the fact that there is no record for the
first 48 sectors in this VTOC sector and also
that there are 16 sectors on the disk that
cannot be accessed by DOS shows that the
enhanced density format of DOS 2.5 and the
1050 disk drive was simply "added on to the
original single density DOS 2.0s.
In the enhanced density format, there are
1010 sectors available for use, which is the
result of subtracting the number of unusable
sectors from the maximum number on the
disk which DOS can access, thus
1023-13=1010.
This VFOC sector 1024 also stores a number

of free sectors, but in this case the maximum
number stored is 303. these sectors are in
addition to those stored in VPOC sector 360,
therefore 707-1-3031010 free sectors.
It is important to note that vroc sector 360

remains the same regardless of the disk for-
mat density. except for the maximum number
of sectors on the disk. In the case of a disk
formatted in enhanced density. the number of
free sectors reads 1010.
When writing a file to a disk formatted an

enhanced density. the number of free sectors
in vroc sector 360 is reduced accordingly,
just as if the disk was formatted in single
density. Only when the number of free sectorsavailable in IFIDC sector 360 is reduced to
zero, are sectors in VTOC sector 1024 used.
One way of visualising this is to imagine two
glasses of water where one glass must be
completely emptied before the second glass is
begun.
The number of free sectors in this VTOC

sector are again stored in the usual two byte
format using bytes 122 and 123 in the usual
way. thus

E ESECTORS= BYTE1 23-1-256*BYTE 122
The remaining four bytes in this VTOC sec-

tor are unused, they are bytes 124 to 127.
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S. 611164H COMPUTEK&
PO BOX 30 MANCHESTER M19 2DX

Telephone: (0161) 737 1946THE HYPER DRIVE
Upgrade you ATARI 1050 disk drive with a HYPER DRIVEenhancement from CHAOS! COMPUTERS.
The HYPER DRIVE Is an eosly inskslied hardware & softwarepackage for the ATARI 1050 which mli enable you* disk driveto back-up most disks protected by trosadable o bodyformatted sectors. Most coped dale can then be loaded onany 1050. whether enhanced wiln a HYPER DRIVE or not.
The HYPER DRIVE enhancement also offers fast reading...At-ing, formatting and copying in shgle. medium or in* doubledensity formals (Le. it is compatible with RANA, PERCOM andINDUS doible density drives, and will read U.S. DOUI3tER typeformat),
Atling the HYPER DRIVE couldn't be simpler and reqdres nospeaal tools or soldering. It simply pk4s into a socket on the1050 circut board. And with our VER
SIC I I  
s o f t w c r e  
p a c k a g e

and iii 28 page manual. It Is one of the most versatile d5kdrive enhoncementsicopien you can buy.
HYPER DRIVEs are avalioble exclusivety from CHAOS! COM-PUTERS ot a speclot int7oductory price ot lust £3000 each
Moose ma** Cheques/Amid Orders poyabie to HowNs•
Prkos 4  ott4•Ct• to change, ttom ttmo to time. as to cornponookcog,. so whomovet posibto Moos* photto to clwcit

WHAT'S IT ALL FOR?
Well, the more you understand about how

your disk drive works, the better equipped
you will be when something goes wrong. Dig
out a sector editor and examine some of your
disks and you will get a better understanding
of some of the points mentioned in this arti-cle. Better stick to a DOS 2.5 formatted disk
at first though as there are many other uni-
que formats that could well confuse youl
If you have some disks which have become

scrambled you might be able to change
appropriate sectors to recover some data. You
might be able to work out how to increase the
storage capacity of your disks (do you really
need eight directory sectors?). You may even
end up writing a super new disk editing util-
ity. If you do, send it In for us all to enjoy
Next issue John Foskett pre-
sents a super disk utility that
uses much of the informationdiscussed in this article •

The

TURBO ARRAYS
In this first column of
programming hints
David Sargeant ex-
plains a memory saving
method of using arraysin Turbo Basic
I was working on a program in Turbo Basic

where I have to store numeric data for each
day of the year. SO I set up a two-dimensional
array with DIM ARRAY(365.2). At first, I could
not understand why this was taking up so
much memory but I then realised that.
although the values were integers which
could be stored in one or two bytes, each
value was actually stored as a 6-byte Binary
Coded Decimal. I was. In effect, wasting about
two thirds of the space.
In C it is possible to use several different

types of array depending on the sort of data
you want to store arid the one which is of
interest in this case is referred to as an 'Inte-
ger Array'. Each element in the array can be
either one or two bytes which means that
integers between 0 - 255 or 0 - 65535 can be
stored.
Applying this concept in Turbo Basic is not

as straightforward as it is in C. In some ways
C is more akin to machine language than it is
to Basic as it regards memory from a much
lower level. An area of contiguous memory
needs to be reserved with a pointer rangingfrom zero to one less than the maximum size
of the area to access any value. In Turbo
Basic memory can be reserved by dimension-
ing a string variable and, although this is not
the correct use for such a variable, it does not
really matter what is stored here as long as It
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is not printed.
I !wells Ily, this simple program will help to
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For a two-dimensional array Just set up as
many strings as are needed.
10 DIM ARRAY$(6):ADDR=ADR(ARRAY$)
20 CLS: ? "Integer Array :";30 FOR P-%0 TO 5
40 NUM= RAND(256)50 POKE ADDR+P,NUM
60 ?  NUM:" ";70 NEXT P
80 ? :? 'to exft":? P-%090 REPEAT
100 'Pointer :";P;" points to ";PEEK

(ADDR+P)110 GET KEY: P-P+YKEY-42)8,(P<5))-((KEY-43) &(1)>%0))120 UNTIL KEY-27:END
Line 10: DirflenSiOnS an integer array for 6
values and finds the address of the array
Line 20: Clears the screen and prints text
Lines 30 to 70: Loads the array with random
integers between 0 and 255 and prints eachvalue
Line 80: Prints text and resets the pointer tozero
Linea 90 to 120: A loop where the value of
the pointer and the relevant value in the array
are printed. The pointer is incremented or
decrernented depending on which cursor key
is pressed. The loop ends when the Escape
key is pressed •
The only drawbacks of an integer array are
that more forward planning and programming
code are required but it will certainly savememory on a large array.
Have you got any programming tips
or examples for solving problems that
we can feature in the Programmer's
Clink? Maybe you have a program-
ming problem that we can ask othersto solve. Write to the usual address.
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there is time to catch up with the
Latest offerings from the Pucloso.

They have been busy releasing manynew titles since last we were home. Let's
take a look at some of them ...

THE MAKING OFA MASTERPIECE
BBK ARTIST is a graphics 7+ art pack-

age with 25 commands at your disposal. Con-
trol is via a joystick and all commands are
available from a grid display on the main
menu. Also displayed are the 8 brush types. 4
colours (from a palette of 256) and 13 pat-
terns. Grab a joystick and you're away!All of thc standard commands are available
Including Draw. Line. Circle. Box. Fill and
Rays. The speed with which these commands
draw is quite slow when compared to some
commercial packages. though not enough to
annoy. Also available is a Rainbow mode simi-
lar In style to the one in AtarlArtist. A selected
colour is displayed in all 256 colours.
The magnify mode (NLarge) is excellent. Thedraw screen is divided into two sections with
the bulk displaying the magnified section. At
the top is an actual size view. You can scroll
all over the screen and both displays move
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with you. Movement is quick and smooth.There are three mirror modes available from
the main menu: 1 forizontal, Vertical and
4-way. Any one of eight brushes can be selec-ted with the Brush command. The Texture
and Setcolor commands take a short while to
get used to but soon become second nature.
By selecting Texture you can use your joys-
tick to pick one of the 17 colours and patterns
displayed in the pattern palette at bottom of
the screen. Whilst on the draw screen you can
use the TAB key to change the colour.
The pattern palette contains four solid col-

ours, twelve patterns and one user-definable
pattern which can be altered with the Define
Texture command. To change a colour you
use Setcolor. The four colour registers arc
displayed in large boxes above the pattern
palette. After choosing one you move your
joystick up or down to change the luminance.
and left or right to change the hue. Press the
button when you're ready and the colour isstored.
The Undo command is essential to any qual-

ity art package. Whether you're experimenting
with designs or you've simply made a mis-
take. an Undo command must be there to
undo! BBK's Undo is two-way. i.e. press the
joystick button and your last action is un-
done. Press your button again and it returns.
To check your work from the main menu you

use the View command. This allows you to
flip back and forth from the menu to the draw
screen. If you don't like what you see and
wish to begin again, just select Erase. Thereis an alert box to avoid accidental erasure.
The text commands are where BBK Artist

excels. They allow you to place text on the
screen in any size, colour or font. You beginwith the Text Parameters command which
allows you to define the content (up to 20
characters), size and direction of the text. To
plot your defined text on the screen you sim-

ply select the Text command, move the cursor
to where you want your text to begin and
press your joystick button_ The text then
appears on the screen. With BBK Artist you
can also change the font. By selecting the
Font command you can load any 9-sector font
with a .FNT extender. Three are provided on
the disk (ROMANYNT is useful).
These text commands give you the ability to
mix all manner of text on the screen. Of
course, the text can also be mixed with yourartwork.
The final four commands are for saving to or
loading from disk. The Save command will
save your picture as a Koala file. It automatic-
ally gives it a PIC extender. There are three
modes for loading pictures: Koala. MicmPain-
ter and MagniPrint. Seven pictures are in-
cluded on the disk. Including some rather
funny cartoons.
The ability to load MicmPainter files is very
handy, however a MicmPainter save option
should have been included as well. To convert
Koala files to MicroPainter I use Pixel Artist
Deluxe which features an optional save mode.
Overall. BBK Artist is a terrific art package.
It is easy-to-use and has almost every com-
mand needed for general use. The powerful
text commands are particularly impressive.Of course, there are other features I would
have liked to have seen in BBK such as a
tablet! mouse mode. Cut'n'paste commands,
screen dump facility, airbrush. Bend com-
mand. etc. I lowever, what must be taken into
consideration is that BBK Artist is not an
expensive commercial art package. It is PD!
This is easy to forget as it is so impressive.
Of all the PD art packages around. I use BBK

Artist and Pixel Artist Deluxe (PAD) the most.
PAD has the advantage of a tablet mode plus
Bend and Airbrush commands. However.
BBK fights back with three mirror modes and
powerful text commands. It's difficult to pick
one over the other but for me BBK gets thenod because of the text commands.

CLASSIC PD ZONE RATING: 93%
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STONE AGE
SPACE INVADERS
Fans of Broderbund Software will enjoy the

next disk. The Arcade Machine was a game
creator package released by Broderbund in
the early 1980s. Although it was never widely
available in the UK (Silica Shop imported it
for i45) there remain a number of PD titles
which were created with it. They are all basic-
ally the same. I.e. Space Invader-type shoot-
em-ups. Most arc downright awful with zero
playability but there is the odd one worthy of
its parent program. One such title is THE
STONETIME PEOPLE, an interestingvariation on the usual Arcade Machine
format.
The Stonetime People begins with you. a

boulder-pushing caveman, at the bottom of
the screen. Above you are a number of craggy
ledges from which nasty boulder-pushing
cavemen (must have been a popular occupa-
tion) drop rocks on you and large birds swoop
looking for their next meal. You can kill the
nasties above you with, what I presume to be.
your sling (which fires rather like a gun!).
Cracks in the ledges allow you to kW the
cavemen before they push their boulders over
the edge. Kill enough riasties and you adv-
ance one level whereby the gameplay becomesa little harder.
The graphics are quite good and give a simi-
lar appearance to Conan by Datasolt. The way
the cavemen tumble from ledge to ledge is
nicely done. Press "C" to change the back-
ground colour and "L" to change the lumi-nance. Sound effects are limited to blasts and
Jingles.
The Stonetimc People. like all other Arcade

by
Stuart Murray
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Machine creations, suffers from a degree of
'slow-down' when too many characters are on
the screen at once. If you judge this game by
first impressions you may well never load it
again. Given a chance, it proves to be reason-
able entertainment. True, it is very basic but
this gives it an old-time Broderbund/Datasoft
feel which has held my interest for longer
than anticipated.
The Stonetime People is the best example Ihave seen of an Arcade Machine creation. It's

one for fans of the golden era of Atari com-
puting.

CLASSIC PD ZONE RATING: 60%

DEFLECT
AND DESTROY

Moving on a gaming generation, we haveLASERMAZE. a demo version of the 1992
commercial release by KE-Soft.
Lasermaze is an action puzzle game in which

you must deflect a laser beam around a maze
in order to destroy a number of objects. To do
this, you can use sections of the screen bor-der, the maze walls and moveable blocks.
Press your joystick button and the laser beamshoots out from the centre of the screen and
bounces around until it hits something.
Watch Out that it doesn't hit you because
you'll stop the beam and a shot will bewasted.
You begin Level 1 with 24 shots. As thelevels increase so do the number of shots_
Run out of shots and you lose a life. Run out
of lives and the game is over. As you progress.
power-ups become available which, when hit
by the laser beam, will give you extra ammu-
nition. lives and points. The puzzles included
are intriguing and will keep you occupied for
a short while.
As mentioned earlier, this is a demo version.
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It features only the first five levels. The com-
pleted version is available from the address
on the intro screen and features fifty levels.
music and a level editor. The display is a
mixture between the usual blocky KE-Soft
graphics and the shaded style of Zeppelin.
Colour is limited but shading is used to good
effect. The objects are quite detailed in design
and the laser beam 7,00111S smoothly aroundthe screen.
Lasermaze is an enjoyable game of budget

commercial quality. Obviously, this demo is
limited by the lack of extras which are in-
cluded in the completed version, however for
the price of a PD disk it is well worth consid-
ering and will keep you occupied for an hour
or so. It also gives you the opportunity to try
before buying - a luxury which is sadly no
longer possible for most Atari 8-bitters.
Another perplexing puzzler from the puzzle
kings of KE-Soft!

CLASSIC PD ZONE RATING: 70%

SEE-YA!
Before you can say "Atari Corp. execu-

tives are cavemen in disguise" it's time to
report to Air Atari8 Terminal at Europa
Spaceport. Earth leave is over and
another _flight is about to depart for the
Classic PD Zone. I have a strange feeling
that this journey is going to be different !

The disks reviewed were
DISK 241 - BBK ARTIST
DISK 200 THE STONETIME

PEOPLE
DISK 243 - LASERMAZE

XL/XE[me MNRANDOMNUMBERS
David Sargeant
explains some
techniques which
could be useful in all
sorts of programs
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Turbo BASIC is to use the RAND func-
tion. LISTING 1 demonstrates this by

generating 150 numbers in the range 1-10.
accumulating the occurrence of each number
In a numeric array and then printing a simple
frequency chart using the totals in the array.
Notice the occurrence of every number Is not
equal. some numbers are generated more
times than others. Given that there should be
an equal chance of generating any number, itwould seem to me that all the numbers
should be produced an equal number oftimes.
So are these numbers really random? In the

true sense of the word, they are not. The
numbers are generated from the computer's
internal clock and, since this pulses at regu-
lar intervals, numbers produced by these
means can arguably be predicted and there-
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fore can never be called 'random'. A more
appropriate term would probably be 'pseudo-
random' and this means the RAND function
(and also the RND function for that matter) is
reliable only for using once and not for creat-
ing a sequence of numbers.
The method I have come across recently for

generating a sequence of pseudo-random
numbers is one based on prime numbers, the
algorithm for this is:
1,, Set up the routine by choosing a prime

number and a starting seed. The prime
number must be greater than the highest
number required in the sequence and the
starting seed can be any number within
range. or it can be generated from the in-
ternal clock by using the RAND function.
Here I want to generate numbers in the
range 1-10. so I use 11 for my prime num-
ber and I for my starting seed. The reason
for using this particular prime number is it
has a special attribute which all prime
numbers do not share, it generates every
number in the range 1-(1 less than the
prime number)

2. Begin a loop which is terminated when the
starting seed and the number generated
are equal. Note that the condition (START-
=SEED) is true at the outset, but the value
of SEED is altered within the REPEAT
UN1
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the loop, this condition is now false and the
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UA 18 REM
NC II PEN*
PA 12 REM * RANDOM NUMBER: LISTING I *
MG 13 REM *
OP 14 REM * BY DAVID SARGENT *
MK 15 REM *
UM 16 REM
KY 188 DIM AORAY110)
KB 118 FOR 1:XI TO 150
RG 126 CRAND118:U.1
AM 138 ARRAYtAl:ARRAY(A1
4
X
1

F2 149 NEXT I
SD 158 GRAPHICS 1
,
.8:
1 
" N U M B
E R " , " F
R E O U E
N C Y "

UM 168 FOR 1:7.1 TO 10
JR 179 ? "
RN 189 FOR J:7.1 TO ARRAY(17 "*";:NEKT J.7
GJ 10 NEXT I

No. of Teams Table
268 1-268341 269-609190 610-79979 800-87830 879-90814 909-9221 923-9231 924-924

Listing 1

loop continues until all the numbers have
been generated

LISTING 2 is the coding required for the
above algorithm. I have added an extra piece
of coding around the variable SKIP which
ensures that only the 7th pseudo-random
number is chosen on each Iteration of the
loop. All 10 numbers are still generated. but
In a different, more varied. order. The value
for SKIP must also be a prime number.
although It need not be a special one.
Ill wanted to generate the starting seed from

the computer's internal clock, I would replace
START=% 1 with START=RAND( 10)+96 I. To
simulate dice throws where numbers would
have to be in the range 1-6, I would alter line
160 to IF SEED<
-
=6 
T H E N  
?
S E E D
.

LISTING 3 (overleaf) is a small program to
3 v e r i f y  whether or not a prime number given
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114 ig REM *********41*****************
NC 11 REM *
OH 12 PEN 4 RANDOM NUMBER: LISTING 2
MG 13 REM *
OP 14 REM * BY DAVID 5ARGEANT
MN 15 REM *
UM 16 REM ***I
YY 188 PRIME=11:5TART=7.1
CC 118 SEED=START:SKIP:
7PM 128 REPEAT
IG 130 FOR I:1 IC SKIP
YO 148 SEED:SE9*Z2
RN 159 5EED=SEED MCD PRIME
NE 168 NEXT I:? SEED
LL 178 UNTIL 5EED=51AR1

*

*
*

Listing 2

by the user has the special attribute men-tioned above. Note even though I and 2 are
prime numbers they cannot be used in this
program as they would give the wrong results
- the input routine will not accept them.

SIMULATIONS
Pseudo-random numbers can be used to

simulate events, although a lot of preparatory
work has to be done as well. For instance,
using these numbers alone to determine the
scores for a football match would imply that a
team would have as much chance of scoring 6
goals as It would have of scoring I goal. This
does not happen in reality and so results have
to be weighted to ensure there Is more chance
of choosing certain numbers. This is achieved
by taking a sample of actual results and in-
corporating these into the system used for
generating pseudo-random numbers.
For example. last season in the Carling Pre-

UA 18 REM ***
4NU REM *
10 12 REM * RANDOM NUMBER: LISTING 3 *
MG II HEM *
OP 14 REM * BY DAVID SARGEANT
MX 15 REF. *
UM 16 REM
JC 188 --
CT 118 EXEC INIT
GG 128 WHILE HUME
CC 138 EXEC CHECK
C! 148 IF PRIME_OX:EXEC GENERATE:ELSE :?

" No/ prime":ENDIF
RN 158 EXEC GET_MUM
PR 150 WEND :END
JO 170 --
J5 189 --
GU 198 PROC INIT
51( 200 GRAPHICS "

Fl 218 START=7.115KIP:7:EXEC GET_NUM
VG 22R ENDPROC
JJ 238 --
JI 240 --
UY 258 PROC GET_NUM
PV 268 REPEAT
YR 271 INPUT "Enter prime number (8 to ex

it; )",PRIME

XI 288 UNTIL (PRIME:7.1)!TPRIME)X21
WC 298 EADPROC
JE 388 --
JG 311 --
FM 329 PROC CHECK
OF 330 NUMBER=PRIME:DIVI5OR=X2
UT 348 WHILE DIVISOWNUMBER
U6 358 WHILE NOT (NUMBER MOD DIVISOR)
CC 369 NUMBER:NUMBER DIU DIVISOR
MG 370 WEND
FK 388 DIVI500:01015004K1
PIK 319 WEND
OK 408 IF DIVI5OR:PRIME41:PRIME_OK:XI:EL

SE :PRIME_OK:XCENDIF
80 418 ENDPROC
JJ 428 --
JL 438 --
IF 44a PROC GENERATE
UP 458 SEED:5TART:COUNT:7.8
PM 468 REPEAT
IR 478 FOR I:1 TO SKIP
7Z 488 3 fE 0
-
11E E OK
2

RK 08 SEED:SEED MOD PRIME
EA 588 NEXT 1:COUN1:COUMI4X1
ID 510 UNTIL SEED:START
GI 528 ? " "JCOUNT;" numbers generated"
UT :30 ENDPROC
JO 548 •-

Listing 3

miership there were 462 matches (22 teams.
11 matches per round. 42 rounds). The 924
team scores were tallied to produce the table
below showing that 0 goals were scored by
268 teams. 1 goal was scored by 341 teams,etc. These results are then stored in a numer-
ic array where elements 1-268 are set to 0,
elements 269-609 are set to I, etc. as shown
In the table alongside.
There also has to be a method of accessing
this Goals Scored table. The one I have de-
vised, although there may be others. is to use
another similarly sized numeric array to hold
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No. GI Goals
01234567
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UA ie REM
NC 11 REM *
5V 12 REM 4 RANDOM NUMBER: LISTING 4 4
NG II REM *
OP 14 REM * BY DAVID SARGEANT *
MK 15 REM *
UM 16 PEN 1 4 4 4 4 - 4 1 4
-
WH H H H H I I H R I EI
H I I H I I I H H H H t 4

JC 198 --
CT 118 EXEC INIT:EXEC DISPLAY:END
JG 128 --
J1 130 --
GX 140 PRDC INIT

159 GRPHICS %8:? :?
? :? :7

ZD 168 ? "InitiAliSing—please wait":?
JO 179 --
RF 188 4 SET_TEAM5
VI 110 DIM TEMPS(22,TEAK$C2423:P:%1
YM 288 TEAMSMII:' ":TEAMS(2421:u ":TEAMS

(7.2):TEAMS
EC 218 RESTORE ITEAM_DATA
VI 22e FOR 1:%1 TO II
TV 238 READ TEMPS
PB 240 TEAM$(P
1
P121):TEMP
S

MG 258 P:P422
GE 268 NEXT I
JR 278 --
PIJ 238 4 SU_GOALS
GW 218 DIM GOOL_TA8LE(124)
Yk: 380 RESTORE 4L131
,
1)74
JI 318 READ LIMIT:M1JM_GO4LS:X0
NO 329 FOP 1:7.1 TO 524
KR 338 IF I)LIMIT THEN NUM_GOALS:NUM_GOAL

541.1:READ LIMIT
JY 348 GOAL_TABLE(11:1UM_GOAL5
GD 350 NEXT I
JO 360 --
OU 378 4 SET_INDEX
(15388 DIM INDEX0241
IC 319 5TART:RAND(124)1%1:5EED:ST4RT
BX 480 PRIME:11111:5KIP:P:X1
PM 418 REPEgT
IH 420 FOR I:1 TO SKIP

I PESULT5

YP 43e 5EED:5EED*%2
RN 448 5EED:CEED MOD PRIME
GE 450 NEXT I
TX 4E8 IF SEEG-f:924 THEN INDEX(Pl:SEED:P:

Pc11
LO 478 UNTIL SEED:START
WC 480 ENDAPOC
JX 410 --
JG 589 -
IC 510 PROC DISPLAY
PY 528 4 DI5PLAY_TEAM3
DO 538 P:Xl:FOR I:%1 TO 11:? "
ZK 548 ? TEAMSTP,P410);" 7
1)0 558 7 TEAMS(P#11
0
P421)
LT 568 P:P422:11EXT I
JU 578 --
GJ SBO DISPLAY_aALS
FD 518 COL:16:P:%1
YL 688 FOR R04:7 TO 17
IX 618 POSITION COL,ROWT GOAL_TABLE(INDE

)(TM;
MG 628 POSITION COLf18,ROW:i GOAL_1A81E:1

MDEMPTX11);:1
7
:P4%2

FD 518 NEXT ROW
UW 640 ENDPROC
JR 658 --
JI b60 --
BR 678 4 TEAM_DATA
VI 688 DATA ARSENAL ASTON VILLA
GR 610 DATA BLACKBURN CHELSEA
55 708 DATA COVENTRY EVERTOR
ZE 718 DATA IPSWICH LEEDS UTD
TV 720 DATA LIVERPOOL MAN CITY
UM 738 DATA MAN UTD NEWCASTLE
55 74E DATA NORWICH OLDHAt
JG 758 DATA 1PR 5 H E F F  UTD
OL 768 DATA SHEFF 4fD 50UNAMPTOW
EV 778 DATA 5WINDON TOTTENHAM
OT 788 DATA WEST HAM WIMBLEDON
X4 711) --
BT 100 LIMIT5_D4T4
SG 818 DATA 268,6141,751,370,308,922,123.1

24
JN 828 --
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1

1

pseudo-randomly generated indexes in the
range 1-924. The index array can then beaccessed in whichever way is suitable, but the
Index itself will always be random.
As you can see from the program coding of

listing 4 the Initialisation section is quite
lengthy and it takes a while to execute Withall the hard work done though, the display
routine, in contrast. is relatively straight-for-
ward and is just a matter of printing team
names from the team string and the number
of goals scored from the Goal table.Well that is the end of RANDOM NUMBERS.
but it need not be, you can take this matter a
stage further on your own if you want to know
more. The logical progression would be toconsider whether the data used to construct
the sample is typical. Complex methods can
be used to predict the probability of discre-
pancies in your data and a sample which
reflects these will give even more realistic re-
sults. Any good book on Statistics will provide
the details. Anyway, I hope I have provoked a
few thoughts and maybe it will encourage
some of you other programmers to includethis sort of technique in your own games orsimulations.

VARIABLES USED IN LISTING 4
TEMPS
TEAMS

LIMIT

NUM _GOALS
INDEX
START
SEED
PRIME
SKIP
COL
ROW

Page 6's New Atari User

Temporary string for readingteam names
String holding team names
Loop counter
String and array pointer

GOAL TABLE Goals scored array
Goal limit used to create goal
array
Current number of goalsscored
Array holding indexes for
accessing goal array
Starling seed for number
generation
Current number generated
Prime number
Varies random number gener-ated
Cursor positions

THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
With Lottery obsession gripping the nation at present how about one of our 'wizard

programmer' readers corning up with a super Lottery munber selector using. perhaps. the
random ruunber selecting routines in David Sargecmt's cuticle?
We have already received a couple of programs of this nature but they are quite simple

and could do with afew bells and whistles. Apart from the quality presentation that the
Atari Classic is capable of how about including features such Os the ability to enter
previous draws to select 'hot' numbers, or the ability to 'perm' a series of numbers to give
better chances of winning on multiple entries? What about the ability to use names and
birthdays as lucky numbers? If you are a real wizard programmer you could even having
a lottery machine producing the balls similar to the mcuty fruit rnachine simulators that
have been programmed over the years.
There you have a good challenge. the results of which will be enjoyed by the majority of

readers. We will publish the best programs submitted and Y
. t h e  E d i t o r  w i n s  
t h e  j a c k p o t
then he guarantees that a couple of grand will be on its way to the lucky programmer!
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HinTs&I ips8S8HHH!
Paul Hollins shows
you how to
QUIETEN DOWN
YOUR NOISY 1050

news is that you do not need any knowledge
of electronics whatsoever because no solder-
ing is required and, here's the best bit. it's
absolutely free!
All you will need is a small Philips type

screw-driver, a couple of cotton-wool buds
(the type you use to clean your ears with), a
jar of Vaseline and a relatively dust-free en-vironment to work in.

GETTING
STARTED

Remove any disks and unplug all the cables
from the disk drive, including the I/O cable.
Turn thc drive upside down and remove the
stx small screws holding the upper case to the
lower case. Without separating the case turn
the drive back up the right way. Remove the
top case by lifting upwards from the rear of
the disk drive. The black plastic front-panel
can now be removed as well.
Without touching anything, study the inside
of the disk drive and look for two small bars
with a sliding 'thingy' in the middle of them.
This lhingy' is in fact the READ/WRITE head
and now that you have got close to one of the
main operating parts of the drive, obviouslyextreme caution is needed.

1 h e  Atari 1050 is the most widely used
disk drive on 8-bit systems. The
drives are reasonably fast, store quite

a lot of data, but they do suffer from one
major drawback they are incredibly noisy!The time that this becomes the most appa-
rent is when everyone is upstairs in bed, and
there you are still hacking away at the
keyboard on your latest masterpiece and it's
time, once again, to do the dastardly deed and
SAVE your work to disk. You carefully type
SAVE "D:filename.ext" and gently press RE-
TURN. CLUNK! WHIRR! BEEP! Congratula-
tions you've just succeeded in waking theentire household.
What can you do about it? Well, you could

buy an expensive air-tight„ sound-proofed
case to put your drive in, however ifs not
exactly practical is it? Okay then, you could
try and get an internal modification kit to
quieten it down, but they are expensive and U s i n g  a cotton-wool bud, apply a little Vase-
very hard to get hold of. So what now? l i n e  onto each of' the two bars being very
Fortunately there is an answer, and the good careful not to use too much or get any on the
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APPLY THE
GREASE!

1
NORTH OF SCOTLAND ATARI USER GROUPFUTU RA
THE NOSAUG NEWSLETTER

A PUBLICATION ON DISK FOR YOUR ATARI 8-BIT
Every issue of Futuna contains a wealth of information for your Atari
8-bit including editorial, news, trivia. reviews, competitions, books.
music. programming, hardtvare projects, etc.

PLUS top quality software from Futuriarts and the public domainFUTURA ISSUE 15 - OUT NOW!
Prices: DISK - E1.95 (El° tor a 6-Issue subscription)CASSETTE + PRINTED COPY - E3.95

Back issue disks 1 - 14 are still available at only £1.50 eachSPECIAL OFFERS ON FUTURA BACK ISSUE DISKS:- ANY 10 FUTURA BACK ISSUE DISKS FOR ONLY £12
- FUTURA DISK ISSUES 1 - 15 FOR ONLY E15
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READ/WRITE head itself. Once you've done
that gently move the READ/WRITE head and
put some Vaseline underneath where this was
first sitting, once again being very careful. By
the way, you may think that the more Vase-
line you use, the quieter the drive will be, and
to a certain extent, you'd be right. However by
doing that, you also run the risk of getting it
onto the READ/WRITE head, and I always
find that if you do use too much, you can't
hear a reassuring purr from your drive. You
then start wondering whether it's functioning
correctly or not!

ALL DONE
That is all there is to it. You now have a

much quieter 1050. It's now time to re-assem-
ble the drive. Refit the black plastic front
plate and top cover, securing the six screws
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removed from the lower case. Finally, re-con-
nect the drive to your computer and power
supply.
Overall the process is quite simple and I

can't see you having any problems with It
whatsoever, but I must remind you that if you
do attempt it you will invalidate any warranty
you may have on your disk drive. Also I can-
not be held responsible for any damage
caused whilst you are attempting to do this
minor surgery, or resulting from what I have
suggested in this article. You will find that
you have to repeat the process from time to
time, when your drive starts to get noisy
again. I usually find that I have to do this
every 6 to 12 months, depending on usage.
Incidentally, some people prefer to use sew-

ing-machine oil or 3-in-1 oil instead of Vase-
line. It's just a matter of preference, as all ofthem have the same effect In the end but
Vaseline is less likely to get into the innards
of your drive if you use too much. •
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3fito &Pieces
DISKFILE
SOLUTION

I ssue 71's disk contained a couple ofbonus programs which were not men
tioned in the magazine (a good reason

for buying the disk if you are not a disk
subscriber°. one of which was DISKFILE.
Users will recall that 1 could not get the
program to work from the issue disk but
Leslie Benson has come up with theanswer.
Dislcfile works perfectly but only with en-

hanced density disks. It stores the descrip-tions on sectors 1025 onwards as these
are not accessible to Atari DOS. The issue
disk is always in single density to ensure
maximum compatibility which is why it
would not work straight from the disk.
Diskfile is a great program that allows you
to have an extended directory on your disk
with descriptions of your files. try it.
If you only have a single density drive,

you could try Super Directory from PD
disk #25 - UTILITIES 4 which performs a
similar function but stores the descrip-tions in a file.
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KILIKEIUY
MULTIFORMAT
Take the easy way
with formattingwith M. Tomlin's
easy to use format-
ter that will let you

_format disks as
you wish
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another formatter program l - but I think
this will turn out to be your favourite.

This small program will format a new batch
of disks for you. write DOS and lock the file
in either single or enhanced 1050 density. It
uses the MO command which is not docu-
mented very well in all the books I have read
on Atari BASIC. The little trick I have used
to write the DOS. SYS file work's well, but it
will not write the DUP.SYS file. If you need
DUP.SYS on your disks you will have to use
the normal DOS menu option H.

1

11418 REM
IA 20 REM * MULTI :":4(MATER
ZU 3e HEM m b y
9640 REM * N .  TOMLIN W.A.C4
JI 56 7" - fl T
00 68 REM N :AGE 6 MEM ATARI USER
WE 78 PDC * A p r i l  /915
um 10 REM ****1**-mm-m****1*****4HHHHH4Em
8G 93 REM
MI 188 GOSH 388:G05U8 340
RH 110 GIMICS 17:? U5:? 06;" nulti

,
o
r
n
a
t
"
:
7 
M
6 
1 
I
t
6
;
" 
B
Y
"
:
? 
U
6
:
?

INI" 3 tIiNIi
OT 128 ? 46;"

46
MN I:@ 46:? 46;" g mag
FK 148 ? 46:? 46j" F 113=333:
OP 158 ? 46:? M6:" 5/FORMAT U 10"
He 168 ? 116:? 116;" nifOp3 C E '
8G 178 ? 4
-
6:?  
4 5 :
?  
1 4
6 ; "  
S E
L E
C T  
W
H I
C
H
" :

TRAP 440
GO 180 IF PEEKI764]=255 THEM 188
NT 190 GRAPHICS 0:SETCOLOR 2,8,8:POkE 752

,I1PO5ITION 18,18:7 1

VP 208 IF PEEK(7549:31 THEM GOSUE SDF
DU 218 IF PEEK(7649:38 THEN GOSUB EDF
MI 228 IF PEEKI7641=25 THEN GOSUB SDFD
TS 239 ir PEEKt764):24 THEN G8508 EDFD
FJ 248 GRAPHICS 0:SETC3LOR 2 ,8
J O: P OK E  7
5 :

":? 116:?

UN 250 POSITION 5,5:? 4
2 2 I M I S  
D I S C  
D O N E  
P

1ECE UN8YE":FOR WI TO 1888:KENT 141
IKE 764J255:GOTO 118

* f  269 REM
* MP  778 MID 253,141,0,8,"01:":RETURN
* RA 288 REM
• 1
1
5  
2
/
8  
1
D  
2
5
4
,
3
2
,
8
,
"
0
1
:
"
:
R
E
T
U
N

HF 388 RE?
UA 318 XIO 2 5 1
,
4 4 1 , 0 , 0 ,
" 0 1 : " : C L
O 5 E  
M I : O
P E N

M
1
,
8
,
8
,
"
0
1
:
0
0
5
.
5
1
1
5
"
:
C
L
O
S
E  
4
1
1
:
8
1
0  
3
5
,
M

7 , 0 , 0
J " D I
:
0 0 5 .
5 Y 5 "
: R E T
U R N

CM 328 REM
LP 330 XIO 2 5 4
,
4 2 , 8 , 8 , "
0 1 : " :
0 P E N  
U 1 ,
8 , "

DI:DOS.SYS"CLOSE MI:NIO 35,47,0,8,"81
: 0 0 5
,
S y S
" : R
E T U
R N

FO 348 GRAPHICS 0:SDF=278:EDF=298:5DFA:j1
8:EDF0:338:POKE 764,255
358 REM

UC 368 POKE 1313,88:RETURN
FS 380 GRAPHICS 8:SETCOLOR 2,8,UPOKE 752,1
GZ 398 POSITION 18,18:?

OR 480 POSITION 14,12;?
FI 410 rOR 14t1 TO 1581EKT 14:POKE 559,81F

OR W=1 TO 158:NENT M:POKE 555,34
DD 428 IF PEE/C(53279)06 THEM 398
ZG 438 RETURN
SE 440 SR4PH/C5 t:rOKE 752,1:5ETCOLOR 2,8

JO:POSITION 7,181? "CHECK DRIVE gggigm
1
:
F
D
R 
M
t
l  
T
O 
9
8
8
;
N
E
)
I
T 
1
4
:
R
U
M

5/foRtiv + D05

FORlii17 + 1'05

RESS START*

HOW TO GET DOS?
It's a shame the program won't write DUP-

SYS but perhaps somebody can improve it to
do so, how's that for a challenge for someone?
There are plenty of REM's in the program so
You can follow what is going on very easily. It
Should only take a hour to type in or get this
issue's disk where it will be ready to run. The
Program is menu driven, with onscreen warn-

Page

ings to remove your program disk. Because of
the destructive nature of the program, make
sure you follow the onscreen prompts.
The program runs on the 800XL and 130)CE

but I cannot say if it will work on the older
8-bit Atari's as I have never had one and I
believe due to the different operating system.It probably won't.

send greetings to all Atari users around the
world. Have Rini •

6ts New Atari User 4 3
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by Ian Finlayson

BACKTO BASICS
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to be frank I ran out of ideas! So if
there is a Basic programming sub-

ject that you would like addressed in some
detail please write and let me know.

VISUAL BASIC
I have been working in some depth with

Microsoft Visual Basic on my PC over the past
few months, and that is what pmmpted this
article. Visual Basic (I will call it VB from now
on) is becoming popular as a pmgramming
language for Windows for the same reason
that the various Basics on much smaller com-
puters. like the Atari, have been popular with
home computer enthusiasts over the years.
That is. the accessibility of the language.
VB is a Windows program and it is different

In many ways from earlier versions of the
BASIC language, First it needs a reasonablyfast processor (mine is a 386DX40) and lots of
memory (4 Megabytes is only just enough!).
Compare Atari BASIC at 8K running on a 64K
machine! Second it has a good range of ready-
to-use controls, and takes advantage of the
windows environment, so creating a man-
machine interface is very quick. Screenfulls of
forms with push button controls, check
boxes, radio buttons, drop down lists, text
44 P a g e  6Ps New Atari User

boxes and graphic boxes can be created easi-
ly. Also the use of a mouse and its pointer is
mostly handled automatically.
Once the screen layouts arc complete there

Is still a need to write code to make things
happen. and here again VB is different Thecode is all event driven. This means that the
program is created In small modules or sub-
routines and these are usually attached to an
event. Each control has a set of events that
can be used. For example if you use your
mouse to point to a control and then click onthe mouse button a click event is initiated
and the code you have attached to that eventwill be executed. It is at this level that VB's
parentage in older BASICs is revealed, Many
of the program structures are recognisable.

BASIC ON THE ATARI
The original Atari BASIC was a bit different
from other BASICs, particularly in its string
handling, and it was also missing some of the
common programming structures. However it
has the advantage of being concise and some
of its features such as graphics and sound
were quite revolutionary. Although its range
of structured programming commands was
limited they could be used to build more com-
plex constructions though the resultant code
was not always very easy to read! It was, and
indeed still is quite a good language to start to
learn on.
Turbo BASIC for the Atari is much more

recent. It is quite remarkable in that it Is alittle smaller than Atari BASIC, but it has all
the original Atari BASIC commands and a
whole lot more. It runs programs faster, and
It has a compiler which allows programs to be
compiled and to run yet faster by 3 to 5 times.
This compiled code is rather like the code
compiled by VB - neither produces true stand
alone code. Compiled Turbo BASIC programs
need the RUNTIME.COM module and VB
programs need the VBRUN300.DLI, runtime

1

NORTH OF SCOTLAND ATARI USER GROUPTHE NOSAUG PD LIBRARY
OVER 150 DOUBLE-SIDED DISKS FEATURING THE VERY BESTIN PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE FOR YOUR ATARI 8-BIT

Tho following disks are a selection form our current catalogue
TURBO BASIC POWER - Cormaste Turbo Basic package ATOMIT, DANDY DUNGEON & EARTH 2500 - Threeassc PD tines on one amid

GREEDY GUNTHER II - Enhanced sequel with 90 leVIAS I
GREAT GAMES VOL. 1 - Karam Master, Rockslide,
The World of Dune, Tower, Moon Lander Marble M ,  FruitPockin
-XE BASEI3ALLACYBERSCAPE XE - 128k programs foryour 130XE
THE NOSAUG CASINO • Super Shad Poker, Blaealock,Yahtzee, Rouen°. Fruit Slot Machine, Casino Baccarat
DEMO COLLECTION VOL. i • High Tech TearniNorldFederation of Mad Hackers
DEMO COLLECTION VOL 2 - Falcon, Rogolletto, Muad-%lib arid Moonshadow by Hurek

plus bonus Programs. Turbotont. GTIA demos, The Crap Table,
Magic Painter, PCS Color, Rawly, The Clock, Random MusicMaker
MASKS - Design and print paper masks with your Atari 8-bit
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MYDOS V4.51 - Latest version of this powerlul DOS Col.
oView V2 6 package also included
INSIDE INFO - Entertaining disk magazine from Australia
ATARI INTERFACE MAGAZINE - AM 25 issue disks are
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module to run. The extra structured program-
ming commands in Turbo BASIC include DO

LOOP, IF ELSE ENDIF, REPEAT..
UNTIL. WHILE WEND. They make it much
easier to write highly readable tightly struc-
tured code and they can be recognised with
slightly different syntax in VB. Turbo BASIC
is available from the Page 6 Accessory Shop
(Disk DS#6). If you don't have it you can't use
It so order today - remember your old Atari
BASIC programs will run faster with TurboBASIC.

UTILITIES
BASIC for the Atari has been around for

quite a number of years - indeed a very long
time in computer terms! This means that
many other people have already gained ex-
perience En the language. You can take
advantage of their experience by analysing
their pmgrams. and you can also take some

short cuts by using "toolkits" of useful sub-
routines and so on that others have de-
veloped. Page 6 have a few of these that you
can look at at very little cost. Try the fol-
lowing:

#65
#186
DS#20
Datti 05

Atari Basic Power Pack
Extended Atari Basic
Turbo Support 1
Turbo Basic Programmers Kit
(3 disks)

GET STARTED
So. if you have never tried to write a prog-

ram, now is a good time to start. Atari BASIC
Is OK. but I would recommend moving
straight on to Turbo Basic. Programming is
fun, and it certainly keeps the brain ticking
Oven Who knows, at some time in the future
you might find this skill can be extended and
turned to commercial use (with appropriate
rewards!) •
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XL/XEwe lona
BIG SCREEN
Ann °Driscoll uses
her own recent tuto-
rials on display lists
to show how you can
extend the screen
area for added effect

T he short listing shown here is a simple
demonstration of how the blank area
above the normal screen display

might be used in a program. If you look at a
display list in any of the Graphics modes youwill see that the first three instructions are
112, 112 and 112 - this tells Antic to show 8
blank scan lines three times, or 24 scan lines
In all. This is equivalent to the height of three
rows of Graphics 0 characters. The original
purpose of the scan lines was to ensure thatthe screen display. set by the text or graphics
instructions, would be fully visible: On older
televisions the top rows tended to be cut off
and the scan lines were used to push the
picture down. This is not a problem withnewer TV sets and monitors so we can now
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use this area ourselves.
The program shows how a game title and
score could be put at the top of the screen.
The "score" is increased each time the space-
bar is pressed. Hitting any other key shows
Its ASCII code. The title and score are stored
in a separate area of RAM and stay on the
screen even when the main screen display
scrolls off.

RESERVED SCREEN
RAM AREA

The pointers to the start of screen RAM are
at memory locations 88 (low byte) and 89
(high byte), so you ftnd the starting address
by

PEEK(88) + 256*PEEK(89)
On the conventional Graphics 0 screen, loca-

tion 88 holds a 64 and location 89 holds 156,
giving a screen RAM start of 64 + 256'156
,40000. LINES 120 to 140 of the program set
up a protected screen RAM area for the newtext lines and move conventional screen RAM

continued on page 48 1
1.

IR NO POKE 81,4
Ti 21

D1 LI5T5'.AND UMWUR 188 REM
.1 101 REM

HA 182 REM
XO 18: REM
GB 184 REM
RE 126 !ZEN
BO 118 CLR :GRAPHICS 8:0I14 A$(3)
MI 119 REM

lines in the di5pla9
MZ 128 A:156
lJ 2S POKE 126
4
4
-
1

RAM: USING THE AREA ADM
TOE NORMAL SCREEN
OV ANN 0
4
D R I
S C O
L L

FOR MEN ATARI 116ER - JUN 95

-- Reserve RAM

KE 138 SCR:PEEK(88/
4
256*AJOR / 4 : 8  
1 0  
7 1 : P  
E J  
7 , 1 5  
1  
• 1 ) /  
1
"

OKE (5 C R
-4
1 1 ,8 1 M 
N

LP 148 82151
5C 149 REM
FV 150 DL:PEEKT5687
4
2561WEEKT5613
EC 160 FOR N:8 TO 4:REAC C:POKE 15361,C; FB 348 1 "1
1 NEXT N W

i  
4 0 O  
C L O
S E  
C A P
E R  
U 1 , 4
,
8 , " K
: "

44 17e g4T4 71,64,156,6,2 K X  418 GET 111,KEY
VI 181 FOR N:8 10 17:POKE 154111,PEEIMP RI 428 IF KEY212 THEN 588

34111:1EXT N:PDXE 1568,1:POKE 1569,6:P0 OA 438 IF KEY:17 THEN GRAPHICS 8:CLR :END
KE 15,3647,8

ZU 19f.
, 
P O
K E  
5 6
8 ,
0 !
1
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5
6
1
,
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IF 1/'3 PEN
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Print to new area
:ag sc:scli:ir 5C/111 THEN SC=8

0 POSITION 1,0:1 "gaoe I i t l  OP 51e AS:STR515C)
HJ 528 FOR N=1 TO LEN(A5/:S=A5C(45CN,N
- 32

51O POKE SCR.1.31.111,S:NEXT N
IC 54:i GOT O 410

8 'POSITION 25,81 "SCORE"
7 REV
0 POKE 83,8

teintrOdu(e normal Ram

ET 268 ? "1k
E5 2E5 ? 1
91EF 278 1 "01
JI 275 1 "it FRESS

EW 285 ? "01
LM 218 ? ")l PRESS ESC TO QUIT

RI 338 7 "II THE SCORE AND TITLE
WF 335 ? "01 WILL 5IAY,..

EF 448 1 KEY
NI 458 GOTO 418
DO 491 REM

SPACE

1
1
11111

TO CHANGE I"
SN 288 ? ")1 THE SCORE AT THE TOP I "

-- PIKE u. new fi.ure •

for the extra Ey 295 ? 1411
JD 388 ? "11 PRESS ANY OTHER KEY TO I"
JO 385 1 "1/ DISPLAY ITS ASCII CODE I"
DU 318 ? "ll I "

AX 328 1 "li EVEN WHEN THE DISPLAY I "
32: ? "II SCROLLS OFF THIS SCREEN I"

leg
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down to a lower memory location. LINE 120
sets the high byte for the reserved screen
RAM at page 156 (defined by the variable A).
LINE 125 moves the top of user memory,
found by PEEK(106). down below this, to page
155. The high byte for the conventional
screen memory is lowered as a result - this is
now defined by the variable 13 in LINE 140.
The contents of location 88 (screen RAM low
byte) are not affected by the changes. Thevariable SCR in LINE 130 shows where the
protected screen RAM starts: the FOR NEXT
loop clears the area which will be used by the
program.

ANEW
DISPLAY LIST

LINES 150 to 190 make a new display list
and put It in Page 6 of memory, which startsat location 1536. The first 5 numbers in the
revised list replace the 112, 112, 112 from the
original Graphics 0 instruction set. LINE 170holds the new instructions in a DATA state-
ment:-

70 means Load Memory Scan (64) plus
show a Graphics 1 line (6)

84 is the low byte address for the screen
RAM for our extra lines (the number
found in location 88)

156 is the high byte address for the new
screen RAM. as defined in LINE 120
above

8 means show a Graphics I line
2 means show a Graphics 0 line

The rest of the new display list is basically
the same as the remainder of the original one.
The only changes are in the last two bytes,
which now direct the computer to the new
display list memory location at Page 6, and
the 8th byte (1536+7) which puts the new
high byte for the ordinary screen RAM intothe relevant LMS address_
48 Page 6's New Atari User

WRITING
ON THE SCREEN

Text is printed directly to the new screen area
In LINES 210
-
220 
u s i n g  
t h e  
s t a n
d a r d  
P O
S I
-

'110N and PRINT commands. In order to do
this. the high byte for the reserved screen
RAM is poked into memory location 89 (LINE
200), LINE 230 reintroduces normal screen
RAM, by POK_Eing the "'conventional' high
byte back in to location 89. The 24 line
Graphics 0 screen is now operational again.LINES 500 to 530 look after the score
routine. LINE 510 converts the score values
to a string. LINE 520 subtracts 32 from the
ASCII value of each character in the string -
this gives us the "internal code" for each
number which may be POKEd directly to
screen RAM_ This is done in LINE 530: SCR is
the protected RAM area's starting address asdefined earlier. The plus 31 brings us a little
over half way along the second line of
Graphics 1 text, because this mode uses 20
bytes of RAM per line. LINE 540 sends the
program back to get another keypress oncethe score has been updated.
That's all there's to it I hope the above
account on what the program does has been
clear, and that I have given enough informa-
tion to enable you to adapt the routine for usc
in your own listings.

Have you got any
programming gems

like Big Screen?
If so, let's see themso we can share
them with others

The Accessory Shop
ISSUE 72

CLEARANCESALE!
Your last chance for software - see the editorial for
more details - you will never get the chance to buy
at these pirices again
ROMS from °el
DISKS from 50p
CASSETTES from only 20p each!

Check out your collection - if there is something here
you don't have, buy it. You may never see this soft-
ware again but if you do you won't see it at this price

means less than 10 copies left - get them gladCASSETTES
DECISION IN THE DESERT
Take command at the Bartle of El Alamein You can
lead either side in this accurate simulation from the
creators of F-15 Strike EagleCLOSEOUT PRICE E1.50 plus lop p&p
BATTALION COMMANDER
An exating real-time tactical game with you as lieute-
nant colonel in charge of an entire armoured battalionChoose from five dillerent scenarios from a training
mission against a Soviet tank battalion to tough assign-ments against the Chinese. You can adjust the relative
Strength,s of your forces and the opposition and choose
from 40 different maps and 5 different scenariosCLOSEOUT PRICE C1.00 pius 70p p&p

LANCELOT
Level 9 recreate the time of wizards and the Knights of
the Round Table in a three part adventure spanning the
complete saga of the quest for the Holy Grail. Superbly
researched and superbly written this text adventure ts
lull of atmosphere and highly recommendedCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 pius 90p p&p
CROSSFIRE
You are alone in a deserted city surrounded by aliens
who shoot lasers from every direction You'll have to
concentrate on where the shots are coming from other-
wise you'll be caught in the CROSSFIRE One of those
fairly simple yet highly addictive gamesCLOSEOUT PRICE 50p plus 50p p&p
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ROM CARTRIDGES
All brand new in original boxes, mostly shrink wrapped

TENNIS G
Forehands and backhands, driving approach shots.
angled volleys, overhead srnashes and tricky lobs -
you've got all the strokes in Tennis' Here's the actionpacked game that challenges you to play at your best
Play singles against the computer or another player ordoubles against another playerCLOSEOUT PRICE £2.00 plus 70p p&p
MILLIPEDE tIO
Creepy crawly bugs like jumping spiders. buzzing bees,
bouncing beetles, mosquitoes, dragonflies, inch wormsand earwigs have invaded your hale garden patch and
you have to blast fast to get rid of theml Fast actiongraphics and great sound Use your Trak-Ball tor even
greater play power.CLOSEOUT PRICE £2.00 plus 70p p&p
DEFENDER
An all-time classic from the arcades. Aliens have swar-
med over your planet attempting to capture humanoidsand transform them into destructive mutants. Fortunately
you command Defender. the most deadly spaceshipever Keep an eye on the radar tor the next attack wave.
1 or 2 playersCLOSEOUT PRICE £2.00 plus 70p p&p
GALAXIAN
Swarms of Drones, Emissaries and Hornets lead the
way in attack and protect the Commanders who guidethe force. Your only hope is to blast them out of the sky
belore they destroy you True classic excttement that
can still give you sweaty palms. 1C1 skill levelsCLOSEOUT PRICE £2.00 plus lop p&p
ONE ON ONE
Play basketball with two of America's top players in this
great sports simulation which features realistic offensiveand defensive InoveiS, fatigue factors, hot streaks, a shot
clock, even instant replay and a shattering backboard'
Like Me game of basketball itself. One-on-One rewards
you for playing with your head as well as your hands.Master the joystick moves, sharpen your timing and
hone your reflexes. Jump! Shoot! Score!CLOSEOUT PRICE £2.00 plus 70p p&p
US FOOTBALL
American Football is a og craze in this country and you
can now play at home. Outsmart the defence, pass with
amazing accuracy, run with speed and agility, maketackles, select offensive and delensive plays and more
You can take on the computer in a practice game or
challenge a friend to a dramatic video bowl game of
your own in a packed stadium. All the thrills of the
gridironCLOSEOUT PRICE £2.00 plus 70p p&p

KABOOM
The Mad Bomber is back and intent on blasting you to
kingdom come unless you can get your buckets of waterout catch and diffuse the bombs One of the simplest
concepts yet highly entenaining, especially tor the kids.CLOSEOUT PRICE £2.00 plus 70p p&p
SUPER BREAKOUT
Breakout was the original simple yet totally addictive
game and this enhanced version will provide even moreaddictive fun. Needs paddles 7CLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 0p p&p
FIGHT NIGHT
Fight Night brings you all the thrills of the boxing ring asyou face live of the most brutal lighters ever. Its five
separate battles are total war with relentless action The
Boxing Constructor Set allows you and your opponent tocreate your own perfect boxers, selecting stamina. meal-iest and style Train, spar and step into the ring to pit
your boxer again' the computer or another opponentCLOSEOUT PRICE E2.00 plus 70p p&p
POLE POSITION

Everyone has heard of Pole Position, the racing game
that inspired almost every racing game since. it may bethe original and some other games may have addedleatures but Pole Position still retains its challenge alter
many years One of those games that has exactly the
right balance al game play and graphics to make it a
'classic that will last forever II it is not in your collection,make amends now'CLOSEOUT PRICE El .50 plus 70p p&p
HARDBALL
All the thrills of American baseball can be yours on a
summer afternoon in the ballpark Sit bellied home
plate, along the left field law. down the right field line or
join the manager in the dugout. Look over the pitcher'sshoulder as he throws the next ball. You control all theaction of the batsmen. pitchers and heelers as you try
and battle your way to the top of the league An exciting
game for one or two players.CLOSEOUT PRICE £2.00 plus 70p p&p
BASIC CARTRIDGE

Some programs, especially some early public domain
programs won't run on the XLIKE but they will if you
;Aug in the old version of Basic.CLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 70p p&p
DESIGNERS PENCIL
A new programing language that is based around thecreation ot graphics screens, Delicult to explain but
worth a go at this price!CLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 70p p&p
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NIL DISKS DISKS
SILICON DREAMS
Taking the role of Kim Kimberley you are a leading
participant in the colonisation of Eden. a planet preparedfor human habitation by an advance guard of intelligentrobots who battle with the native and highly aggressive
fauna. In this highly structured and realistic environment
you must move your mind into the tweray-third century.Silicon Dreams is three excellent graphics adventures -SNOWBALL RETURN TO EDEN and THE WORM INPARADISE troth the masters, Level 9CLOSEOUT PRICE £1.50 plus loll P&P
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sic and the adventure game that
changed the way all future adventures were written TheGreat Underground Empire of Zork is well documented
by now and thousands of players have become addicts
graduating to infocom's more difficult adventures. Zork Iis the deal introductory level adventure for beginners or
those with a tale experience. If you have never ventured
underground before now is the time to try, its neverbeen cheaper to expand your universe' Classic original
Intocorn packaging with excellent manual and a map.CLOSEOUT PRICE C1.50 plus 80p p&p
MUSIC PAINTER @
An exciting educational program that helps to teach
music by using colours instead of notes Change thefifteen supplied songs to leature dillerent instruments,
make the notes longer or shorter or transcribe your own
songs. No musical knowledge required to make yourown great music.CLOSEOUT PRICE E1 .00 plus 70p p&p
PANZER GRENADIERS
In this exciting solitaire wargame you make the deci-sions for a regiment of the elite armoured infantryattached to the Panzer Grenadiers. Your forces also
include mortar, artillery, Panzer IV, Panther and Tiger
units. The Russian enemy is directed by the computer
which will fiercely challenge you with its own comple-
ment of infantry, tanks and anti-tank guns. Three levelsof difficulty, joystick control, hetes graphics.CLOSEOUT PRICE Cl .50 plus 70p p&p
THE E FACTOR
The E factor represents the amount of time the energy
sources on the planets in our galaxy will last Manyplanets need emergency fuel capsules delivered il they
are to survive. You must plot the interplanetary course
and guide your craft through the quadrants filled with
obstacles such as space mines, alien fighters and spin-
ning asteroids. Can you complete a mission before
another planet calls on your services?CLOSEOUT PRICE Cl .00 Plus 710
1
3 P&P
See last page for postageon more than one item

LANCELOT
Level 9 recreate the time VI wizards and the Knights of
the Round Table in a three pan adventure spanning the
complete saga of the quest for the Holy Grail Superblyresearched and superbly written this text adventure is
lull of atmosphere and highly recommendedCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.50 plus lop p&p
RAMPAGE
It's rough and ismble all the way as you control three
incredibly nasty characters which bear a remarkable
resemblance to King Kong, Godzilla and Wolf-manthrough an orgy of destruction in Chicago, New Yorkand San Francisco You have 150 days of destruction in
50 diMerent cities Time for some revenge'
CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p pap

DRUID
Another classic in which, as Last of the Great Druids,
you wander through the Dungeons ci Acamanlor withyour mighty Golem by your side on a quest to destroy
the four demon princes. As you delve deeper into the
dungeons you will find chests containing spells of for-
midable power to aid you and Pentograms of Life whichwill heal and revitalise you. Excellent graphics and su-
perb gameplay make this one of the best arcade gamesCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 'Top p&p
GAUNTLET THE DEEPER DUNGEONS
It you have tne original Gauntlet disk then you will knewhow good the game is and will want to extend play with
the Deeper Dungeons Over 500 new dungeons are
here for you to explore. This is the way to revive your
interest in Gauntlet and play on for many more hours of
days' This is a data disk only and requires the originalGauntlet disk

CLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 70p Op
NEW YORK CITY
Welcome to The Big Apple. This hurried jungle of steel,
concrete and glass bristles with fascinating sights andmore than its share ot danger. From the placid greenery
of Central Park, there is no city in the *cold like New
York, and boy are you about Co find that mat As a
visiting tounst you only have a limited time to see all the
sights, but New York City has a little more excitement, a
little more danger than a sightseeing trip to the zoolCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 70p p&p

BALLBLAZER
The year is 3097 and you are the contestant in the mostcompetitive and by far the most popular sport in the
universe. Jump immediately into head-to-head action
against a friend or hone your skills against a selection of
Drods. Either way, you're in lor the match of the cen-
tury! Excellent graphics arid split screen action havemade this one of the Atan classics,

CLOSEOUT PRICE C1.00 plus lop p&p
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DISKS DISKS
trusro FIRST
A fast arid fuhous space shoot aim up translated from
Konaint's early arcade machine of the same name.
Dozens of alien craft will attack from all sides and you
must be quick to blast them away and earn your
bonuses If you fool that you are going to die then you
can take the last resort and warp away through akaleidoscope of colour. Similar to invaders, this fast
Shoot -
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CLOSEOUT PRICE El .00 plus Top p&p
JUGGLES RAINBOW
A first computer experience for children aged 3 to 8 that
leaches the concepts of above, below, left and right plusletter recognition allowing children to enjoy learning with
colours and music and games they can create and playthemselves

CLOSEOUT PRICE E1 .00 plus 70p p&p
JUGGLES HOUSE
Another neat program for 3 to 6 year cads teachin g the
concepts of inside, outside, upper and lower with Jug-gles house and toyshopCLOSEOUT PRICE Ell .00 plus TOp p&p
THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS
Control James Bond through eight fast and furiouslevels from Gibraltar to Afghanistan and you will encoun-
ter the SAS (friendly), the KGB (not so fnendly) and
enemy helicopters (sery unfriendly!). You are up against
Brad Whittaker, international arms dealer and megalo-maniac, Necros, his ruthless sidekick and Koshkov. the
double dealing KGB General. You may fall in love with
the beautiful Czech cellist Kara, but can you trust her?CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p p&p

CASSETTES
SILICON DREAMS
Taking the role of Kim Kimberley you are a leading
participant in the colonisation of Eden, a planet prepared
for human habitation by an advance guard of intelligent
robots who battle with the native and highly aggressive
fauna, in this highly structured and realistic environment
you must move your mind into the twenty-third century.&ken Dreams is three excellent graphics adventures •SNOWBALL, RETURN TO EDEN and THE WORM IN
PARADISE from the masters, Level 9
CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 90p p&p

COLOSSUS CHESS 4
Claims to be the beat chess program of all. The writers
01 Sargon III would disagree, but there is no doubt this isa fine chess simulation particularly for advanced players

CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p p&p

NIBBLER
Slinking through an unknown land Nibbler taxis himself
in an iridescent world of constant change As time growsshort his body grows longer and he risks running intohimself. Can he survive?

CLOSEOUT PRICE 50p plus 50p p&p
ROSEN'S BRIGADE
Join the whackiest fighting troup around as you do battle
with all and sundry. Not a simulation, just a good.old-fashioned arcade game hung around a dodgy pre-mise! Give it a go anyway, what more do you wnt for a
quid!

CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p p&p
MAXWELL'S DEMON
A srmple yet challenging puzzle game which will get youtotally addicted. In tact two games in one for double thetun

CLOSEOUT PRICE 50p plus 50p p&p
DRELBS
Can I remember what this one is about but it sounds like
a good old beat the alien blobs game We've only got a
couple left anyway so be the last one on the Nock to
buy a copyCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 70p p&p
TAIL OF BETA LYRAE
Our A-2 of Alan SOftware series said 'Trio ultimate
Scramble clone with superb graphics and music'. A
great horizontal scroller that set the standards tor othersto lot low

CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p p&p

JUGGLE'S HOUSE
Another neat program for 3 to 6 year olds leachin g theconcepts of inside. oulside. upper and lower wit Jug-
gles house and toyshooCLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p p&p
INVITATION TO PROGRAMMING 2
A stand alone course in programming in Alan Basic
(does not need part 1). Three cassettes and a compre-
hensive manual will teach you some of The first Steps in
Baso programming. Useful if you have just got an Atarior want to pass your machine onto someone elseCLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus E1.20 p&p
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BARGAIN CASSETTES
Your choice of

any 5 c a s s e t t e s  for £ 1 . 5 0  plus 80p p&paaly ILO cassettes for £2.00 plus 21.20 p&p
180
Eight opponents, digetsed speech, twoplayer option live joystick control, fullmalchplay scoring, superb playabiloty
.BOMB FUSION
A terrorist gang has planted bombs in
the Nuclear Processing Plant and you
have to go in to save the plant
CANNIBALS
See it you can make it Through thejungle and avoid being eaten 'the na-mes are not friendly!
DESPATCH RIDER
„loin the grcwing band of street demons
who lenity the population of the bogcities to get the parcels through.
FEUD
You must 'out-spele your rival Wizard.Tread carefully as strange things canhappen in this game of magic
FOOTBALL MANAGER
Everything you mitt want in a man-agerial simulation. Fat too many fea-tures to describe, but you won't be dis-appointed
GHOSTBUSTERS
Al this very moment hundreds of ghostsare making their way to the infamousspook central. Only you can save Theworld from disaster
GOLDEN BATON
A text adventure in the classic style inwhch you have to survive various perilsas you discover the route to the locationof the fabulous Golden Baton
GUN LAW
Four months of bloody alien attackshave tan their toll You are left to fightalone against ruthless and bloodthirstykillers with just a single machine gun
HENRY'S HOUSE
Little Henry has shrunk and must navi-
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hoid to find the cure Voted one of the

INVASION
Mobilize your unss and prepare for bat-tle This all action space conflict re-
quires skill, strategy and tactics

KIKSTART
The ultimate ott-road milorbike scram-ble. Guide your rider over the obstaclesin this great game for I or 2 players
KNOCKOUT BOXING
Challenge for the Heavyweight Chem-ptonship of the World by boxing yourway past nine opponents
LOS ANGELES SWAT
Rescue the hostages from the terroristgangs holding out in West L A Cleanup the streets. Blow away the bad guys
MASTER CHESS
An et cellent chess simulation with all
the comics moves, various openings, in
fact everything to keep you challengedMILK RACE
Cycling 1.000 miles is no mean foal -and you could end up feeling prettyexhausted by the lime you've finished
playing this superb race simulation
MR DIG
An old favourite in which Mr Dig has todig for hidden food supplies in the'Meanie
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NINJA
Blasts the belt off all other martial arts
games, 11 says on the inlayr Someonesore reckons this is the best punching,locking, ducking and diving game of allON CUE
A challenging real lie simulation whichcorrtines Pool and Snooker on the
same cassette. An absolute must for
both enthusiasts and beeinners alike
PANTHER
Save the last humans on Xenon. Take
your ground attack shP through this 3Dscrolling mega Shoot-ere-up with greatgraphics and urbelevable soundtrack
PENGON
Can you save Penguin Willy from theterocious mutant sea Ions? Stun them
by knocking them against the walls orcrush them vath sliding ice blocks
PLASTRON
Take your place in a small band ofprates out to steal fossil fuels from the
biggest corporation in the galaxy

PROTECTOR
Assigned to the US Army HelicopterTraining School your aim is to becomethe best chopper pilot in the West
ROGUE
Your task is to search the Dungeons ofDoom for the Amulet of Vendor. You
will encounter learsorne monsters and
fiendish traps to challenge all your skills
REVENGE II
The Mutated 90 foot high, laser spillingdeath carnets have rebelled againsttheir captors the Zzyaxians and are outlor revenge, A Jeff Minter classic
ROCKFORD
The only true arcade version of theclassic game Boulderdash. Explore 4levels on each of 5 diherent worlds
SIDEWINDER II
it is 27 years since the final battle of thewar with the aliens. Al this is about tochange Step aboard your craft to de-fend mankind in this space blast
SPEED HAWK
Defend the ring worlds of your solarsystem from space pirates. Another ofthe groat space games

SPEED ZONE
Enter the Speedzone in a frantic de-fence against eller forces. A survey
shp comes under attack and your'Star
-
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STAR RAIDERS
What more can be said Probably thebest computer game in the world - ever'
TAIL OF BETA LYRAE
Our A
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"The ultirrele 'Scrartble• done with SU-
perb graphics and music."
TWILIGHT WORLD
Enter the Twilight World. Equipped withthe latest in wit-gravity pods arid Laserweaponry, battle your way through eachof the eleven dungeons
UNIVERSAL HERO
Only seven seconds left to save theplanet! UnrversaJ Hero has to save ha
skin arid everybody eise's by findingbits to repair a shuttle
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BOOKS
FOR THE XL/XE

EASY PROGRAMMING
FOR THE ATARI MICROS
The best book still availaNe to teach you how to useyour Atari and how to write your own programs. Get acopy while you canCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus E1.20 p&p
MASTERING THE ATARI
Learn how to use the Clesspc and begin top write yourown prog
,
ams

CLOSEOUT PRICE Cl -00 plus 90p p&p
MAKING THE MOST OF
YOUR ATARI
Extend your programming knowledge volh Player MissileGraphics, sound and much moreCLOSEOUT PRICE C1-00 plus 70p p&p

ATARI ADVENTURES
Everything you need to know to write your own adven-tures with a type-in adventure to show you how it can bedone An excellent, well-produced, book for anyone whocan programCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 80p p&p
WRITING ATARI
STRATEGY GAMES
Even it you know how to program you still might be stuckin working out how to write strategy games This bookgives you ideas and tells you exacily how to put those •ideas into practiceCLOSEOUT PRICE El -00 plus ti P&p

POSTAGE
Postage has been calculated at cost on
each item. If you order more than one
item add thee postage together but do
not pay more than this:2 items - maximum £1.50

3 items - maximum £2.50
4 or more - maximum £3.50

FOR THE ST
These books are mainly based around
specific programs. If you have the
game, get the book!
OFFICIAL BOOK OF
KING'S QUEST
CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p p&p

KING'S QUESTCOMPANION
CLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus £1.40 p&p

PRACTICAL BASIC ON
THE ATARI ST

CLOSEOUT PRICE C1-00 plus 70p p&p
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
ADVENTURES
Also applicable to Flight Simulator II on any computerincluding Apple Mac arid PC

CLOSEOUT PRICE El -00 plus El ottp
GUNSHIP ACADEMY
Although for Gunship the techniques explained can beused in any jet lighter simulation

CLOSEOUT PRICE MOO plus 80p p&p
LEISURE SUIT LARRY

CLOSEOUT PRICE Cl -00 plus 90p Op
JET FIGHTER SCHOOL II
Although for the specific program the techniques ex-plained can be used in any jet fighter simulationCLOSEOUT PRICE C1.00 plus 80p p&p

ORDER ITEMS FROM THE ACCESSORY SHOP WITH THE ORDER FORMENCLOSED WITH THIS ISSUE OR WRITE TO
PAGE 6, P.O. BOX 54, STAFFORD, ST16 1DR

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED ON 01785 41153 USING ACCESS OR VISA
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get too excited - I couldn't find more
;sing mention of the XL/XE. though
Jaguar owners do get a fair look

inch issue contains 84 pages
ith two "free" pull out supplements
s each - ST Source and Atari Pro,
eginners' topics and serious mat-
:lively. Unlike previous ST maga-
t is no cover disk attached but a
sk'. containing programs related to
the magazine, can be purchased by
This arrangement means that the

: is pegged at a reasonably afford-

Nop not the shop that
closed down a few

years ago but a new
mag for the ST!

ld's news section is surprisingly
:1-1 will come as a relief to those who
tat ST computing was only studied
lessons. A CeBit show report re-
ypical absence of Atari Corporation.
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but there is encourag-
ing mention of im-
pressive ST emulation
on Apple Macs. run-
ning MagicMac soft-
ware. Elsewhere, the
main features cover
Papyrus 4.0 - an appa-
rently heavyweight
word processor from

Germany - and music matters, including the
present controversy over MIDI file licensing. Areviews section forms the core of editorial
content. Here we find detailed coverage of The
Quill 2, ScreenBlaster 2 (Falcon) and Video
Supreme. DegasArt 3 and Positive Image also
get a spin, whilst for garners there is mention
of forthcoming games. Team. Pinball Dreams
(Falcon) and Cannon Fodder (Jaguar). The
beginners' pages of ST Source cover the
basics of boot disks, accessories and desktop
enhancements. The Atari Pro section discus-
ses the Falcon's display modes and direct-
to-disk recording facilities. Desk Top Pub-
lishing is also subject to investigation.
Although the first issue isn't exactly over-

whelmed with content. I'm pleased to report
that Atari World is a good quality glossy with
the 'sensible' house style of ST Review and a
generally high standard of presentation. For
those dismayed by the closure or scaling back
of most other ST publications, Atari World is
a very welcome development. I wish it well.
Atari World is published by Specialist Maga-

zines Ltd. and distributed by SM Distribution.
It's available from newsagents at a price of
£2.50 or on quarterly subscription at L7.50.

reviewed by Paul Rixon
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JOURNEYINTOCYBERSPACE
John S Davison
tackles the
Internet in an
ultimate quest
for the fabled
Information
Superhighway

I nternet, TCP/IP, E-mail, FTP, Usenet
Telnet World Wide Web, Cyberspace -
these arcane terms were coined as part of

the communications revolution that's over-
taken the computer world during the last few
years. It's an area I've recently had to start
grappling with, so in the next few issues I'm
hoping to share some of my experiences with
you, dispel some of the mystique surroundingthis brave new world, and perhaps even en-
courage you to start exploring it yourself.
This first article describes how I found my-
self needing an electronic mail (e-maill con-
nection with the world, and how this led me
to sign up with a communications "service
provider to obtain a means of accessing theInternet.
First, I have a terrible confession to make -

my initial experience is based on using anIBM PC rather than an Atari system. OK. OK,
you may think l*rn a traitor, but my choice of
computer was driven by a business require-
ment not personal preference. My intention
now is to employ the knowledge gained with
the PC to attempt to connect my Atari STE
and 130XE to the Internet, and find out what
it has to offer the Atari community,

GOTTA GET
WIRED!

A little over a year ago I left the company I'd
been with for most of my working life to sct 1
up a business of my own. Almost everyone I
previously worked with routinely used elec-tronic communications - fax. electronic mail
(e-mail), data file transmission, bulletin board
access, remote database access, and so on. Irt
my new business I still needed regular con-
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tact with my old colleagues, but felt particu-
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on for so long. Also. it seemed highly likely
that any new clients I worked with would also
use e
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myself "wired" for this. The problem was tofind a means of connecting into a worldwide
e-mail network at affordable cost and mini-
mum hassle.
On studying the computer magazines it soon

became clear that the Internet was taking off
In a big way. Everyone was getting themselves
connected - big companies, small businesses.
and even private individuals were signing up
with Internet service providers for access faci-
lities ranging from simple e-mail to complex
on-line multimedia applications. I was aware
of the Internet but hadn't really paid much
attention to it as I thought it was used main-
ly by universities, the military, and govern-
ment projects. A little research showed this
was no longer the case, as the following back-
ground information illustrates.

THE OBLIGATORY
HISTORICAL BIT...
The Internet's origin can be traced back to
1969. when a USA defence research project
was set up to create a resilient data com-munications network which would still work
If part of it became disabled by some technic-
al glitch - such as a nuclear attack! American
universities were brought in to help with the
research, and soon four computers were con-
nected and the feasibility of the concept de-monstrated. The network became known as
ARPAnet. The military eventually went theirOwn way and created DARPAnet based on
similar concepts, but ARPArtet began to growas American universities clamoured for con-
nection to allow easy data exchange. By 1971
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there were about two dozen systems connec-
ted, and over 40 by the following year. At this
point the first real e-mail system capable of
distributing mail messages across the net-
work was established.
In 1973 ARPAnet went international with the

connection of several universities in Europe
taking the number of computers past the 60mark. So far the connected machines were
Individual mainframes each supporting largenumbers of terminal users scattered across
the USA and Europe. but with the advent of
mini-computers the idea of "Local Area Net-
works" (LANs) to interconnect a number of
smaller computers within a limited area (e.g.
an office block) came into being - and theEthernet LAN was born.
As LANs came into use the next logical step

was to provide gateway connections from
them into the ARPArieL providing all the LAN
attached computers and their users with ac-
cess. It's probably this which led to the idea of
ARPAnet being a "network of networks", a
term now also applied to the Internet By
1982 a sct of standards was established for
interconnecting systems and networks, using
software based on Transmission Control Pro-
tocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). Theore-
tically, any type of system using these stan-
dards would be able to easily connect in. Theset of networks thus interconnected became
known as the Internet, and the name and
TCP/IP standards are still with us today.
Funding by various academic and govern-

ment bodies in the countries using the net-
work allowed the Internet's "backbone" infras-
tructure to grow to take an ever increasing
number of connections. The overall concept ofthe Internet was such that this could be done
with minimal impact to existing users - to
most users the growth was invisible. This
Infrastructure is likely to form the basis ofwhat will become the much discussed "Infor-
mation Superhighway" of the future. tar
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In 1984 IBM launched the PC, then low cost
workstation computers began to appear, andfrom here on connections to the Internet
began to rapidly accelerate and soon over
1,000 systems were connected. By 1986 there
were over 5,000 systems connected. 10,000
by 1987. and 100.000 by 1989. Up to this
time connections were mainly related to
academic or government research activities.
but then a major breakthrough occurred. It
was decided that e-mail gateways would beallowed between the Internet and commercial
networks, and companies immediately began
connecting their private networks to allow
easy e-mail exchange with other companies.
MCI arid CompuServe were the first in with
"public e-mail services, although they were
still rather expensive to use at that time.
This was followed later by the availability of
full Internet facilities via service providers
offering direct connection to the Internet.
Competition caused prices to tumble, opening
the floodgates further, and by 1991 there
were over 500.000 systems connected. The
millionth system connected in the summer of1992 and the connection rate has continued
rising since then. It's been estimated that at
the current rate of growth everyone on the
planet could have an Internet connection
within the next seven yearsi
This explosive growth was made possible by
service providers making available low cost
dial-in gateways to the Internet. By low cost I
mean from as little as £6 per month for sim-
ple e-mail facilities up to around e.20 a month
for more complex services (plus a small one-
off set-up charge). The big surprise was that
these are usually flat rate charges, with no
extra costs related to usage time or data traf-
fic you generate. I was amazed it was so58

COMMERCIAL
CONNECTIONS
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FREE ACCESS?

Inexpensive.
But there's one small snag. Naturally. a dial-

in connection uses the public phone system
and here the potential cost is much greater.
especially if you have to make a long distance
call to reach the service. However, to reduce
this cost many service providers are setting
up "Points of Presence" (PoPs) around the
country. These are regional dial-in points.
which theoretically allow you to call a local
number to connect in a distantly located ser-
vice. PoPs tend to be in the major centres of
population such as Birmingham, Manchester,
Bristol. and Edinburgh. but smaller cities
such as Cambridge may also have one. Unfor-
tunately if you aren't near a PoP you still have
to make a long distance call.
Some companies (CompuServe for example)

provide PoPs which use Mercury or BT datatransmission services for onward connection
to the gateway. These carry an additional
charge over and above the cost of your local
call, but the total cost is still less than a
normal long distance call.

Even better, some cable TV/phone com-
panies now offer free off-peak local calls so if
you and your service provider subscribe to
the same cable network then your calls could
be totally free!
Certain service providers advertise complete-

ly free Internet access, but their gateways can
often only be reached via BT's horrendous
premium rate 0891 numbers, making the
overall usage cost VERY high. Beware!
Connection to any data communications

system via a phone line requires a modem, a
piece of equipment which turns digital data
into a signal suitable for transmission via the
phone system. I already had an old modem.
previously used for accessing bulletin boards

from my Atari computers, By current stan-
dards its 300bps transmission speed was very
slow, but adequate for sending Internet e-mail
messages. Modem prices have crashed over
the last two years and you can now easily buy
one from around £60 for 2400bps, e100 for
14,400bps, and £200 for 28.800bps (current-
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should buy the fastest you can afford.

CHOOSING A
SERVICE PROVIDER
My next action was to survey the market-

place and determine which service provider
gave me the best value for money for thefacilities I needed. After much research three
companies made my shortlist. all meeting my
requirements for a total cost of around L 10
per month. Wider consideration including
how each treated me as a potential customer,
support facilities provided; additional facili-
ties available: and general reputation helped
me make a final decision. Although they
didn't offer full Internet facilities at the time,
CompuServe got my vote.You also need suitable communications soft-
ware to enable you to dial into a service. Most
service providers include this as part of the
deal, or even as a "freebie" in advance of
signing up to tempt you into trying out their
service. Some of this is excellent., using cus-
tom graphical user interfaces for maximum
ease of use. The trouble is it's usually only
available for the IBM PC or Apple Mac - Atari
users have to make do with whatever generic
communications programs they can find, andoPerate in text mode. I obtained one of Com-
puServe's free trial kits given away as a com-
puter magazine cover disk, installed and conf-
igured the software to suit my PC system. and
fired it up. It dialled into CompuServe via the
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Cambridge Poll', registered me as a new user.
and I began using the service straight away.
One of my first actions was to use Com-

puServe's Internet gateway to send e-mail
messages to all my old colleagues in the UK
and abroad announcing my new e-mail
address. Within a few hours I received replies
back from them all. Yes. it really workedl I'd
taken my first step into cyberspace. the mys-
tical world frequented by Internet users.
In the next issue t e l l  you more about

CompuServe and its recently announced fullInternet connection service, and what this
means for Atari users. In the meantime if
anyone reading this already has e-mail access
please drop me a note via the Internet. I'll be
delighted to hear from you. especially if you
tell me about your experiences using yourAtari on the 'Net

Contact John Davison on
100256.1 577etcompuservie.com

or 100256,1577j
-
rpm w i t h i n  
C o m p u
S e r v e

WANNABE ANST REVIEWER?
As we no longer have a regular ST reviewer
this could be your chance to make a contri-bution to New Atari User with a review. We

have the following software for reviewE-Z ART
(you guessed it, a drawing package)HERO

(an arcade blast)
If you would like to be the reviewer of eitherof these, please get in touch. We would pre-fer someone who has written reviews before
(not necessarily for Page 6) but that is not
crucial if you can write. You get to keep the
software and get the fame of having your

name in the magazine!
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PART 2
This time in PD Roundupwe continue our look into

the world of Budgie UK.
whose range of software
has recently been released
into the public domain.
Budgie were noted for

their quality games. Right
from the word go they
marketed titles by ta-
lented programmers. It's
true that not all of these
games were out of the topdrawer but most were!
Let the games commence.

byStuart
Murray

If you are looking for a new
puzzle game for your ST thencheck out MATCH
-
IT!
This is a clone of Shanghai,
the puzzler in which youhave to remove tiles from a
board by searching them out
pair by pair. The game beginswith 96 tiles which must be
paired off before a timer runs
out. You don't have long so
move that mouse quickly!
As in Shanghai, you can

only pair off tiles which can
be joined with a connectionline of two corners or less.
Also, the tiles must be in a
free area. i.e. not blocked by
other tiles. These factors
make for a very challenging
game.
There are some special tiles

In Match-itl which stop theclock for a short time. Flower
are matched to flowers, sea-
sons to seasons. Both can
help when you're in a sticky
situation and can't find a
pair. By hitting the HELP
key. however, you can get the
computer to pick out a pair of
tiles for you. You begin with
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two of these helps and one is
added after the completion of
each level. Try to hang onto
your helps if possible be-
cause they are added to yourscore at the end of each level.
The graphics in Match-itlare detailed and colourful.

The overall appearance is of acommercial release. The
background music is
pleasant but does become
annoying after a while. Press
'M' to toggle it on or off.One criticism is that Match-
it! operates on a single levelof tiles. The true version of
Shanghai is in 3D with tiles
piled on bap of one another. A
3D option would have round-
ed off the game perfectly.
This gripe aside. Match-it! is
great entertainment and truly
addictive for any fan of
puzzles.

THE RETURN
OF JETPAC
Budgie UK's JETPAC is a

conversion of that old Spec-
trum shoot-cm-up of the
same name which received
rave reviews back in 1984.

remember playing the game
at the time and wondering
what all the fuss was about.
After all, there were dozens of
far superior titles on the Atari
8001 Anyway. for old time's
sake, an ex-Speccy owner
has decided to bring Jetpac
Into the 90's and onto your
ST.
The object of this game is to
guide the jet-packed charac-ter around the screen collect-
ing parts of a rocket whichmust be dropped over a land-
ing pad at the bottom. This
allows you to build the rocket
and therefore escape to the
next level. There are three
rocket parts to collect plus
six packages of fuel. Attemp-
ting to halt your progress area number of enemies includ-
ing fireballs, bouncing bub-bles. indestructible mines
and homers.
Some enemies can take

multiple hits, Touch an
enemy and you explode!
However, if you manage to
grab an air bubble you be-come invincible for a short
while. Also flying around are
a variety of bonuses which
can boost your score. This
Budgie UK version features
50 levels and an end sequ-ence. I don't know what the
end sequence entails because
became bored long before it!
The screen layout consists
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STACK 'EM UP Tetris with a subtle difference!

allow take-off. Everything in
the screen layout Is large in
design and thus creates a
claustrophobic atmosphere
which dampens the enter-
tainment. Gameplay is just
too repetitive to offer any-
thing more than a few games.
On the plus side. Jetpac iswritten in machine code and
moves both fast and smooth.
The inertia on the main char-
acter is well done, as is the
title sequence (which looks
like a demo). The background
music is very catchy and
sound effects. although a lit-
tle sparse. are quite good.
As a PD title. Jetpac is
perhaps worth a blast if youwant to recall memories of
the original, however, as faras I am concerned, it is still
as average today as it everwas and should remain
buried in the Speccy grave-
yard! It's certainly not of the
usual high standard expected
from Budgie.
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TANTALIZING
TETRIS

Resuming normal service.
Budgie have released
STACK 'EM UP. a superb
version of Tetris which justhad to make it into this col-
lection of reviews!
Tctris is an all-action puzzle
game in which you have to
manipulate falling objectsInto vertical, horizontal and
diagonal lines. Complete acertain number of lines and
you progress to the next
level, Stack 'cm Up features
50 levels, bonus lives, level
codes, colourful graphics.
background music. etc. The
main play area takes up thecentre third of the screen.
Control is via a joystick ormouse. Use a mouse as it
allows quicker movement of
the pointer. There are one
and two player modes. If two

01



player mode is selected then
both players play on the
same screen. The falling ob-
jects increase in speed every
five levels. Every ten levels.
the screen design changes
and the objects transform.
They begin as jewels and
move onto blocks, fruits, die
and disks. The objects are
well drawn although one or
two of the colours are quitesimilar and can make for
confusion.
Unlike other Tetris clones,

Stack 'em Up requires a far
greater element of skill than
luck. When a line of objects
disappear and those on top
fall down, any further lines
created do not disappear (un-
less you add another object
to them), Whether this was a
programming oversight or
not, it has certainly added to
the enjoyment of the game. It
makes Stack 'em Up more
challenging and keeps the
gameplay under your control.
Another plus point is that

you can't just pile up objects
in vertical lines and hope to
progress to the next level. To
the right of the play area arefour boxes which contain the
number and type of lines re-
quired for the level you are
playing. The boxes are as fol-

ROUNDUP RATINGS
ST604 MATCH-IT!
ST702 JETPAC
ST499 STACK 'EM UP
ST158 MONEY SPINNER

lows: any type. vertical, hori-
zontal and diagonal. Any
number in any combination
can be required to complete alevel. You must also score a
certain number of points. On
later levels, this type of game-
play creates a teeth-grinding
challenge!
Stack 'em Up is an impress-

ive, challenging version ofTetrist

SMOOTH
SPINNER

If you enjoy playing the one-
armed bandit at your local
arcade or pub but alwaysseem to leave with less
money than you started withthen take a look at MONEY
SPINNER. This is a classic
slot machine game with allthe usual features such as
spinning reels, gambles.
holds, nudges, etc.
You begin with ten credits.

This doesn't give you long to
get a win so examine the
reels closely as they turn and
go for the best possible
chance of a pair or treble. All
the old favourites are there
Including cherries, lemons,

88%
35%
85%
67%
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oranges, melons. bells. BARs
etc. There are also jets. par-rots, bananas, stars, etc. Use
your mouse to click on the
arm and you're awayi
In Money Spinner you mustalso maintain the number of

lives (you begin with three) if
you wish to continue playing.
Run out of lives (or credits)
and the game is over! A life is
lost if you get a banana or
parrot, however if you are
lucky enough to get a star
you are rewarded with a
bonus life. This balancing act
with credits and lives is a
nice touch.
The spinning reels are very

smooth. Graphics are colour-ful and sounds effects are
abundant_ Of course, it is the
gameplay which forces you tocome back for morel
Unfortunately, my copy of

Money Spinner crashed once
during garneplay, however I
did play about twenty games
so the problem is minor.
Keep your write-protect
closed to allow the saving of a
high score at the end of a
game. If your disk is write-
protected the program
crashes and you must reload.
This really should have been
error-trapped.
Money Spinner is quite an

old title but it's still worth a
few spins in between gamesof Match-it and Stack 'em
Up!
The next PD Roundup will

feature my third and final
look into the world of Budgie.
Be there or be btrdseecti Bud-
gie all the way! 1

contact a.. contact contact
FOR SALE

CASSETTE SYSTEM: 65XEwith cassette plus games on cas-sette and ROM cartridge. V.G.C.
Original box. manual etc. Offers toPhil on 01362 637291. Extension
7155 (daytime) or 01362 637183(evenings)
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Over 100 original titles for sale at
909 each, Please write for a list toPaul, 17 Spring Road, Clifton, Shef-
ford, Bedfordshire SG17 5RE
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disk and cassette. Around 50 ori-
ginal games and utilities for sale at45p each, Please write for a list toPaul, 17 Spring Road, Clifton, Shot-ford_ Bedfordshire SG17 SIRE
MAGAZINES & BOOKS:
PAGES issues 1 - 54 (unbrokenrun) 0 E30.00. PAGE 6 issues8-23, 25-32, 34, 27, 42, 43. 49, 50,
57. 59-81, 66, 67 and 70 0 75peach. CURRENT NOTES Vol. 13
No. 8 (Oct. '93), Vol. 13 No. 9 (Nov'93), Vol. 14 No. 1 (Feb '94), Vol.14 No. 4 (May 94), Vol. 14 No_ 5(Jun/Jul • 94) and Vol. 14 No. 6(Aug/Sep '94) ( 75p each. ATARISER Vol. 1 No. 1 to Vol. 4 No. 7

mplete set, unbroken) @5,00. ATARI USER Vol. 1 No. 7,Vol_ 2 No. 3, Vol. 2 No. 8, Vol. 2No. 10 to Vol. 2 No. 12. Vol, 3 No.
1 to Vol. 3 No. 12, Vol. 4 No. 1, Vol.4 No, 2, Vol. 4 No. 5 to Vol. 4 No. 7

@ 75p each. ATARI EXPLORERMar/Apr '92 75p. ATARI CLAS-SICS Vol. 3 No. 3 (SepoOet 4
94)75p. BOOKS: Computes 1st Book
of Atari. Programming The 6502,Atari Basic and The Creative Atari
@ E2.00 each. SOFTWARE:Various titles on ROM and Casset-te. MAGAZINE DISKS: PAGE 6issues 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67 &
68 E l  each. Postage on all itemswill be charged at cost or buyermay collect. Call Paul on (0161)737 1946 (Manchester)

WANTED
PAPER: Does anybody know of asource of COLOURED fan-fold
paper for a printer? Please ring De-
nnis on (01722) 744162 or write to15, St. Martins Close, BarlordMartin. Salisbury. SP3 4AX
SWAP: I have a TASCO 525
Power telescope and would like toswap it for a 256k 800XL system &software or an STE with at least

2Mb RAM & software, Contact John
Fairbrass, 47 Absalom Drive,Cheetham Hill, Manchester Me9E0

PENPA LS/HELP
PROGRAMS FOR DISTRIBU-TION: For the Atari Classic written
by a dedicated 8-bit programmerwhose speciality is personalisedtext adventures. Have you everheard of this concept before? For
details of this and other programs,write to John Foskett, 26 Auckland
Road, Kingston-upon-Thames, Sur-
rey KT1 3BG (England)
PEN PALS: A long time 8-bitowner would like to make friends
with other Classic owners to swapprogramming ideas, information,etc. My main interests are utilities,hardware enhancements and DTP.All letters will be answered. Write to
Paul, 10 Tenbury Close, Salford,Manchester MB 58J

FREE 71) SUBSCRIBERS
The CONTACT column is free of charge to subscribers who
wish to sell their equipment or contact other readers- Space
is limited so we request that entries be kept as short as
possible. Extremely long entries may be heavily edited or
ignored. Send your CONTACT notice on a separate sheet of
paper (not as part of a letter) to:CONTACT, PAGE 8 PUBLISHING, STAFFORD, ST 16 1DR

FOR SALE WANTED PEN PALS ADVICE HELP
Irbn.coQrtzkroc z_AsPrINQ

As most program listings would take up several pages of NEW ATARI
USER we no longer publish those listings within the magazine. Theprograms are available ready to run on the Issue Disk which isavailable for each issue, details of which are found on the DISK BONUS
Page. I f  you prefer to type the programs in yourself, every listing.complete with 'TYPO codes. is available to subscribers free of charge.
Either drop us a line or telephone and ask for the listings you requirequoting the Issue number and the title.
Write to 1—M7'11%rt1,S. N E W  4S7'dlia1 USER,  P
.
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